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Abstract 
 
Community engagement in Cultural Heritage Management is not a popular practice 
in Nepal. However, recent political transformations that emphasize inclusive 
participation in development projects have started to allow local communities to 
enter into the heritage management process. Within this new relationship, there 
appear to be two key concerns for local communities: the distribution of revenue 
generated from heritage; and an ability to participate more fully in the design and 
management of such enterprises. Using semi-structured interviews with community 
stakeholders and heritage management authorities at two case study sites in 
Kathmandu – Boudhanath Stupa and Rani-Pokhari –  this research aims to explore 
whether or not decentralized grassroots engagements with cultural heritage in Nepal 
provides a more effective and sustainable management strategy. This research is an 
evaluative study of contemporary policy on cultural heritage management in 
Kathmandu, and ultimately aims to contribute to heritage debates by offering a new 
perspective on community engagement specific to the post-disaster, post-
development Nepalese context. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Local community engagement in formal management of cultural heritage is not a 
common practice in Nepal. However, following the political transformation initiated 
in the first decade of the twenty-first century, which was recently institutionalized in 
a new Republic Federal Constitution, inclusive participation of citizens in every 
development project has emerged as a new priority – at least in policy rhetoric. This 
research is an exploration of this emerging emphasis on participatory practice in 
post-disaster Nepal, within the context of cultural heritage management. 
1.1. Background and Overview 
A dominant critique within the terrain of heritage studies is that cultural heritage is a 
concept more complex than traditional definitions imply, which tend to revolve 
around a simple association with materiality such as artifacts, sculptures, drawings, 
prints, mosaics, archaeological sites, historical monuments and buildings (UNESCO 
1972). Instead, a strong critique has emerged that suggests that the term captures 
within its meaning the values given to specific objects, experiences and places by the 
people who are socio-historically connected with them. Cultural heritage is thus 
about more than ‘bricks and stones' from our past; rather, it refers to the collective 
features of our past that hold current relevance, which we consider valuable and 
intend to conserve and pass on to our future generations (King 2012). In this thesis, I 
will take ‘cultural heritage' to be an extensive concept that integrates all aspects of 
places, practices and other objects of cultural significance. This draws from existing 
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definitions such as that promulgated by the International Council on Monuments and 
Sites (ICOMOS) which describes cultural heritage as: "… an expression of the ways 
of living developed by a community and passed on from generation to generation, 
including customs, practices, places, objects, artistic expressions, and values. It is 
often expressed as either intangible or tangible form" (ICOMOS 2002, p. 21). That is 
to say, cultural heritage is not limited only to the materialistic cultural properties 
which we can touch and see but extends to traditions, social practices, traditional 
craftsmanship, performing arts, oral history, rituals and skills and knowledge 
transmitted from one generation to other generation within a community who are 
also part of it. Cultural heritage, here, is comprehensive of both tangible objects such 
as landscapes, artifacts, buildings and industrial structures as well as intangible 
cultural properties or processes of valuing the past, such as religion, art, music, 
language etc.   
Given this, cultural heritage has more recently come to be understood as a system of 
interactions among people that connects and unites them. In this interaction, both 
tangible and intangible characters display in a synchronized relationship (Stiller 
2012). Social norms and values which function as a part of social and cultural belief 
systems represent intangible features whereas technologies, objects, and symbols 
represent the tangible confirmation of underlying socio-cultural norms and values. 
Hence, there is often an established reciprocal relationship between the tangible and 
the intangible. However, ICOMOS (2003) argues that intangible heritage 
incorporates a larger sphere than where tangible heritage takes its shape and 
significance. Nevertheless, cultural heritage cannot be understood only as an 
amalgamation of tangible cultural possessions and intangible customs, traditions, and 
beliefs from the past rather it is the outcome of human selective choice and 
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preservation. It is human beings, their community/society who decide which cultural 
aspects are important to them, which are worthy of preserving for future generations 
and which are not. 
1.1.1. Heritage as a ‘discourse’ 
Heritage, in this post-modern framing, is understood and interpreted as a ‘discourse’. 
Gee (2005) defines ‘discourse’ as the ways of being in the world which include our 
feelings, beliefs, interactions, actions, values and uses of various kinds of symbols, 
objects, tools and technologies to distinguish oneself and others as meaningful in 
particular ways. Likewise, heritage has also been interpreted and recognized as an 
interrelation of specific discourses and discursive practices by some scholars (see 
Smith 2006; Waterton 2010; Waterton et. al 2006; Wu and Hou 2015). For instance, 
Wu and Hou (2015) argue that “heritage is not an objective entity over there, waiting 
to be discovered or identified, rather, it is more usefully seen as constituted and 
constructed” (and at the same time constituting and constructing) [Wu and Hou 2015 
p. 39]. Archaeological and historical study and analysis can be used as illustrative 
examples of this argument. Both archaeology and history emphasize that there 
cannot be an objective interpretation of the past because it is an event which has 
already occurred. The past is always constructed and represented in the light of 
contemporary political, social, cultural and other specific contexts. As such, heritage 
becomes ‘the past in the present’ or ‘the present past’ (Harvey 2001). Ultimately, 
then, heritage in its present use determines what should be transferred to an 
imaginary future. 
Similarly, for Waterton, Smith, and Campbell (2006), discourse analysis in heritage 
studies is not only important as a significant methodology to identify and 
problematize the issues, but it also helps to unpack the discursive and constitutive 
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field of heritage. Utilizing the Burra Charter (1979) as a case study for their analysis, 
they emphasize that the operation of a prevailing discourse is responsible both for 
how heritage is constituted and how it constitutes, which can be seen in the way we 
talk, write and otherwise represent heritage itself. They further argue that exploring 
discursive properties of heritage leads us to disclose contending and contradictory 
discourses and power relations that reinforce the power and knowledge relations 
between institutional proficiencies and the interest of the communities (Waterton et 
al. 2006).   
For Buckland (2013), heritage comprises the properties by which our cultural 
individuality is constructed. As culture signifies our present, cultural heritage 
becomes historical, however, it is not passive rather it is active in nature. Even 
though choices may have been made for us by our teachers, parents and other 
influential persons, both cultural heritage and culture are equally specific as well as 
collective phenomena. Because we live in multiple social groups like family, 
community, workplace, friends etc. as a result we share multiple cultures in which 
cultural heritage influences our belief, knowledge, and emotions. Buckland (2013) 
further emphasizes that heritage strongly influences our behavior, loyalty, and 
identities, where memory institutions like museums, libraries, historic sites, schools, 
and archives have responsibility to interpret and preserve the cultural record. 
Because of these reasons, we preserve and study cultural heritage, although cultural 
heritage also has some economic and legal consequences which are deeply rooted in 
the cultural and religious conflicts around the globe. 
Moreover, some experts and scholars on heritage believe that the division of heritage 
in terms of cultural/natural, and tangible/intangible is merely an artificial dissection. 
Such scholars have produced heritage research that has worked to expand the field by 
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dissolving all of the artificial boundaries. That is to say, our understanding of 
heritage now is not limited to the tangible/intangible or cultural/natural boundaries. 
As Harrison (2015) points out, embracing the dissolution of these boundaries allows 
us to re-conceptualize and reorient heritage. The ontology of heritage, for Harrison, 
is a sequences of diplomatic possessions which emerge within the dialogue between 
heterogeneous human/non-human players which are connected in the forms of 
attending and concerned for the past in the present. Hence, heritage stakeholders not 
only care for the past in the present, but heritage also operates to assemble the future. 
As such, it is more productively interrelated and connected towards pressing 
contemporary issues of social, political, economic and ecological dimensions. 
Recognition of the ontological variety of heritage is essential to understand the value 
of other ontologies of heritage, which work to assemble various futures because of 
the differences in the forms of heritage practices enacting different veracities. 
Harrison (2015) further points out that the orientation of heritage towards composing 
common features and common worlds is, in fact, its inherent ontological politics. 
Heritage, here, is a common understanding of people guided by a contextual reality, 
similarities and interpretations. Heritage maintains a sensitivity to the ways in which 
each of its domains relays to a specific manner of existence. Ultimately, each of 
these modes of existence results from its own specific features and particular worlds 
(Harrison 2015). These issues and debates about heritage are visible in the multi-
cultural and multi-ethnic complexity of Nepalese society. The multiple perceptions 
of the interviewed participants, articulated later in this thesis, highlight this 
observation. 
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1.1.2. Heritage as ‘interpretation’ and ‘interaction’   
 ‘Interpretation’ and ‘interaction’ are other important issues in understanding the 
concept of heritage in the present. As Staiff, Bushell, and Watson (2013) point out, 
the complex relationship between people and heritage can be understood as a 
dialogic relation in a broader sense. Although the interaction between heritage and 
people is not straightforward, some of the examples of their direct interaction will 
cast light on how this interaction plays a vital role both in understanding and 
interpretation. For instance, our understanding of a particular idea or object is an 
outcome of the multiple ways of interactions and perceptions we develop during our 
analysis. That means there may not be a single understanding of a particular heritage 
experience or place; rather, it is largely based on how we interact with it and how we 
interpret it.  
This dialogue or interaction between people and heritage often creates contestation in 
meaning and interpretation because of the multiplicity of observations, perceptions 
and understandings. People give value and authenticity to heritage as they develop 
attachment and importance to it. Their concern about the past and future of a heritage 
experience or place, and their multiple preferences and understandings, not only 
results in contestations but such heritage also functions as an ideological and political 
representation, sites of voices and silences and the sites of the imagined and the 
imaginary. Spontaneous participation of people in cultural, historical or religious 
festivals related to their heritage can be regarded as such a type of dialogue or 
interaction.  These communications also give new theoretical perspectives especially 
to the study of ontological discrepancies between people and heritage sites moving 
forward a step further than contemporary heritage study and understanding (Staiff et 
al. 2013). 
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Even though heritage incorporates the natural, cultural and historical aspects of 
human life, there is no consensus among scholars regarding the connotation of the 
term. For instance, geographer and historian, David Lowenthal (1998) highlights that 
‘heritage is not history even when it mimics history’ (p.121). Lowenthal’s emphasize 
here is that heritage does not conceal any past events as history does; rather, it is 
limited only to the things preserved and surviving from the past.  While defining a 
complex term like heritage, sometimes propinquity of the term with other disciplines 
can be useful, as we can see between heritage and history; however, labeling and 
limiting it only to the particular discourse or discipline can result ambiguity in 
understanding as well. For instance, history cannot cover all natures and characters 
of heritage despite some proximity in connotative meaning between them.  
Likewise, the socio-political nature of heritage is underlined by some heritage 
scholars. For instance, Laurajane Smith (2006) points out that heritage not only 
defines values, meanings, and practices but is also an integrally discordant and 
political practice that performs the cultural work of the present. As Smith observes, 
prevalent socio-political structures and ideologies play significant roles in defining 
and attributing heritage value, where dominant social groups and their ideology will 
play a decisive role. This results in the exclusion and marginalization of the heritage 
of minority communities. Because of the exclusive nature of heritage, Ian Barber 
(2006) sees conflict, an inevitable element in the contemporary system of cultural 
heritage management. For him, some stakeholders or members of the community 
may feel isolated and alienated as there is the possibility to appropriate and modify 
heritage and the past by decision-makers who decide what is to be preserved and 
how it is to be preserved. Tunbridge and Ashworth (1996) further emphasize that 
heritage disinherits someone potentially or actively, partially or completely because 
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selection is inevitable in its preservation. Because of this character, for them, 
dissonance is inherent in the character of heritage.   
The above re-theorization of heritage has subsequently allowed the definition and 
scope of heritage to widen in the last couple of decades, not only in the academic 
literature but also within multiple conservation guidelines, principles, and 
recommendations. Inter-governmental organizations and professional bodies like 
UNESCO and ICOMOS have taken the major initiative in pushing these debates 
forward outside of the academy. Furthermore, the growing academic interest and 
exploration of unique characters and features of heritage around the globe in 
academic and social research also helped to define, redefine and flourish the sphere 
and scope of heritage. 
As heritage, by nature, is heterogeneous and culture-specific, there is no consensus 
among heritage scholars, experts, and professionals about how best to define it. That 
said, the most prominent international organizations working in the heritage sector – 
UNESCO and ICOMOS agree that the term covers cultural and natural elements. 
This understanding of heritage, however, is not necessarily adopted or recognized at 
national levels. For instance, in Australia heritage is defined by terms such as ‘place’, 
‘cultural significance’, and ‘fabric’; for China, heritage is ‘immovable physical 
remains'; in Canada, it is a ‘material culture, geographical environment, and human 
environment'. In this context, acknowledging that every country has its own 
prerogative to express and formulate an understanding and interpretation of heritage, 
Ahmad (2006) sees the necessity of collective understanding of countries at least in 
following some common terms and terminologies. For him, international heritage 
bodies like ICOMOS and UNESCO should organize and lead the intellectual 
conversation regarding common understandings, scope, terms and terminologies, and 
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countries should adopt them at the international/national level. Given that heritage is 
a politically contested arena in which stakeholders and interest groups grapple over 
the past, engaging with multi-vocal aspects is considered essential. The development 
of the field to consider an expanded idea of heritage from a common understanding 
of general, material characteristics to discrete particularities has been instrumental in 
opening up participatory heritage management practices.  
1.1.3. Statement of the Problem and Research Questions 
Drawing from the above critiques of heritage and the concomitant turn to more 
participatory modes of engagement, this thesis provides an exploration of 
participatory heritage management in Nepal. There is an increasing interest in, and 
concern for, heritage and its conservation by various stakeholders ranging from the 
communal Guthi1 to initiations by the national government to the international 
organizations. These initiations certainly have given heritage the center of attention 
and established it as something of importance. However, differences in priority, 
approach, and interest among these actors have also created conflict and interference 
in conservation and management processes. As a result of this lack of coordination 
among concerned parties working on heritage conservation, UNESCO placed the 
heritage sites of the Kathmandu Valley on the ‘World Heritage In Danger’ list in 
2003, stating that they were threatened by unsystematic and unsympathetic high-rise 
construction enterprises, both private and commercial (UN News Centre 2003). Later 
on, in 2007, Kathmandu Valley was removed from that list and UNESCO 
acknowledged Nepal for its efforts to protect heritage in Kathmandu Valley from the 
impact of urban encroachment (UN News Centre 2007).  
                                                          
1 a spontaneous community association based on religion, caste or a particular locality. 
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Despite the positive outcome of the above, there remain ongoing differences in 
approaches and understanding of heritage from a diversity of concerned parties in 
Nepal. At the same time, the devastating earthquake of 2015 caused serious damage 
and destruction to the heritage sites and monuments in Nepal. In total, 743 heritage 
sites and monuments were affected, with 133 heritage sites completely destroyed, 95 
partially collapsed and 515 partly damaged (Department of Archeology Nepal 2017). 
More than three years have already passed since that disastrous earthquake, yet the 
restoration and reconstruction process of affected heritage sites and monuments has 
not yet been completed; in fact, only a few damaged heritage sites, such as 
Boudhanath Stupa, Pratappur/Anantapur temples, Siddhi Laxmi temple (Bhaktapur), 
Gaddi Baithak and four temples in its premises have been restored. Most of the 
damage heritage sites are still in the initial phase of their reconstruction, which 
indicates the ineffectiveness of existing heritage management processes. In this 
context, my research aims to explore whether community participation is essential 
for effective heritage management in Nepal, and the form that such participation 
might take.  
This central research aim will be examined by scrutinizing contemporary heritage 
management practices and will be guided by two central questions: 
1. How do centralized approaches to heritage management, administered 
through government bodies and organization like UNESCO, engage with 
community perspectives, if at all?  
2. And how might an alternative decentralized approach allow for a process in 
which community voices can be heard?  
In order to explore these questions, I focused on the case study sites Boudhanath 
Stupa and Rani-Pokhari. Both of sites were affected by the 2015 earthquake. 
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Boudhanath Stupa was successfully reconstructed with the involvement of local 
community, whereas Rani-Pokhari still bears substantial earthquake damage and 
government authorities have taken responsibility for its reconstruction.  Local 
community members have not been significantly involved in the reconstruction of 
the latter. However, as we shall see, they protested and called for the attention of 
other authorities when they saw the use of modern construction materials during 
reconstruction. These case study sites represent the state-of-the-field of participatory 
heritage management practices respectively in Nepal, with all of the complexities 
and contestations introduced by profoundly centralized practices. 
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Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In this chapter, I will explore the historical context in which community heritage 
became important in several parts of the globe. In common with a strong vein of 
scholarly opinion emerging out of the UK and Australia, I argue that community 
heritage is important because community members have become more involved in 
the process of enriching and preserving their own heritage. The first section will 
explore community heritage in practice as well as in research in the global theoretical 
context. The second section will then scrutinize its nature, character, and properties. 
Existing contestation between/among the various stakeholders including international 
government bodies, national governments, and local communities will also be 
reflected on in the process. Following this, Nepalese heritage management, both in 
practice and as argued by academics, will be analyzed. 
2.1. Heritage in the Public Sphere: A Global Context 
Heritage and communities have always been two sides of the same coin because of 
their reliance and co-existence. However, local communities involving in 
preservation and management of the heritage is not a popular global trend. Both 
centralized heritage management practice and a lack of community awareness to 
some extent are responsible for the exclusion of communities from the management 
process. Rather than encouraging local communities to participate in managing their 
heritage, central government authorities operate so-called heritage awareness 
programs like that of ‘Heritage Awareness Program (HAP)' initiated by the 
government of Pakistan. However, there are some initiatives as well where local 
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communities are encouraged to participate in sharing their personal and communal 
experiences. The ‘Community Heritage' platform initiated by the Australian 
government is one such example. On the other hand, in some places, even if 
communities are already conscious of their heritage and are motivated to preserve it, 
there is still the monopoly of central heritage authorities in management and 
preservation. Nepalese heritage management practice in the contemporary context 
represents one such example. This section will explore how heritage and 
communities are gradually coming out from the clutch of centralized management 
practice, and thus highlight ‘heritage for the community' or ‘community heritage'. 
There is a history surrounding the efforts of nations to identify and conserve their 
heritage. For instance, the Swedish Royal Proclamation of 1666 was one of the first 
official attempts to preserve heritage, which was followed later by North American 
and other European nations. For instance, the United Kingdom implemented its first 
Ancient Monuments Protection Act in 1882 and the United States enacted its Federal 
Antiquities Law in 1906 (Cleere 1989). The introduction of ‘rescue archeology’ by 
some East Asian, North American and European nations is another initiation towards 
preserving heritage implemented in the mid-1960s, which was an attempt to preserve 
by documentation of archeological remains before large development projects 
(Demoule 2012). However, the approach of ‘rescue archeology' is questionable in 
preserving the heritage and archeological value of sites for its attempt to preserve 
heritage only through documentation and recording. This impulse towards 
conserving heritage both in the form of legislation and practice is visible at the 
international level as well. 
Inter-government Organizations (IGOs) and Non-Government Organizations 
(NGOs) developed themselves as important heritage management actors and 
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agencies across a range of fields following the Second World War (Chimiak 2014). 
From international relations to international development and in global issues of 
concern like human rights, trade, security, and other humanitarian activities, the roles 
of IGOs like the United Nations (UN), European Union (EU), World Trade 
Organization (WTO), North Atlantic Treaty Organizations (NATO) and other 
various global/regional organizations have been increased and more active. These 
IGOs and I/NGOs (International Non-Government Organization) are not only 
expanding their work to the global issues and concerns like politics, security, trade, 
and economy, they are also working on the fields of general public concern like art 
and literature, culture and tradition, and heritage and archaeology. 
Inter-governmental organizations like UNESCO and HEREIN: European Heritage 
Policies, and non-governmental organizations like ICOMOS are mainly responsible 
for giving official attributes to culture and heritage and work alongside national 
governments for their conservation and management. UNESCO's list of World 
Heritage Sites is an example of official heritage. UNESCO categorizes heritage 
according to natural and cultural characteristics, where cultural heritage includes 
tangible and movable heritage such as manuscripts, sculptures, paintings and coins; 
and immovable heritage like archeological sites and monuments along with 
underwater heritage such as underwater ruins, cities, and shipwrecks. Additionally, 
UNESCO includes performing arts, rituals and oral traditions as intangible cultural 
heritage, and natural sites like biological, physical and geological formation along 
with cultural landscapes as tangible cultural heritage. (UNESCO 2002). 
The participation and involvement of multinational organizations such as UNESCO 
and the ratification of ‘The Convention Concerning the Protection of the World 
Cultural and Natural Heritage’ in 1972 by 131 member states (there are now 195 
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State Party members) further strengthened the preservation practices of heritage at an 
international level. The involvement of national and international actors like national 
governments, ICOMOS and UNESCO contributed to the familiarization and 
popularization of a particular way of thinking about heritage in public spheres as 
something valuable and to be preserved, particularly that which is deemed to have 
‘universal’ value. 
Even though international organizations and national government authorities 
designate official attributes of heritage, there are differences in heritage value 
accorded by the various heritage stakeholders, including local communities. Thus, in 
addition to the voices of national and international stakeholders, debates in the 
heritage literature have also pointed to local and community interests as pivotal to 
heritage conservation practices. While this tendency is clear in contemporary 
academic heritage literature, it is less consistent in practice. However, there is 
another school of thought that only these national and international organization have 
appropriate mechanisms for giving official attributes to heritage. For instance, former 
Chairman of the International Scientific Committee on Shared Built Heritage, Cor 
Dijkgraaf, emphasizes the major role of international organizations like UNESCO 
and ICOMOS in conferring official attributes and preserving heritage, stating that 
these organizations and international experts recognize the universal value of 
heritage and that local communities often do not (Dijkgraaf 2003). Even if these 
international bodies like UNESCO and ICOMOS give official recognition to heritage 
such as listing them on the world heritage list, it is still debatable how and why only 
such organizations are accorded the authority to recognize heritage value.  This is 
because there is no official representation of communities in these organizations and 
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there cannot be an objective criterion defining the value of heritage because of its 
relative subjective value within the community. 
Within this context, some scholars like Laurajane Smith have boldly stated that 
"there is, really, no such thing as heritage'' (Smith 2006 p. 11). By this, she is 
attempting to redraw and re-theorize the concept of heritage, underlining it as a 
cultural process or performance framed by multiple layers of discourses. Similarly, 
the interest and engagement of multiple parties have made the concept of heritage 
and its management and preservation so complicated that sometimes a multi-party 
involvement results in contestation rather than collaboration. For instance, Waterton 
and Watson (2011) highlight the global diversity of the meaning of heritage, politics 
of engagement, new community concepts, and context as some of the possible 
reasons for contestation among the multiple parties involved in heritage 
management.  
The Australian ‘Green Bans Movement’ of the 1960s and 70s is one example of such 
contestation which is also a substantial form of environmental activism. The ‘Green 
Bans Movement’ was instigated by construction workers who were employed to 
build luxury apartments, shopping precincts and office-block skyscrapers that were 
rapidly invading open green spaces and were replacing heritage houses and 
commercial buildings in Sydney. The construction workers repudiated to work on the 
mega development projects which were socially and environmentally objectionable. 
This initiation was intended to serve three purposes: (1) preserving older-style 
heritage buildings from replacement by shopping precincts and office-blocks, (2) 
protecting open spaces from modern development mega constructions, and (3) 
conserving and protecting existing housing stock from destruction in the face of 
high-rise development or freeways (Allaby 1983).  
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This ‘Green Ban Movement' was instrumental to the saving of many heritage 
buildings in New South Wales (NSW) as the NSW Builders Laborers Federation 
(NSWBLF) refused to demolish any buildings built in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries which were later recommended for preservation by the National Trust.  As 
a result, many heritage buildings such as Pitt Street Congregational Church, Regent 
Theatre, Theatre Royal, Helen Keller Hostel, Royal Australasian College of 
Physician, Edwardian Mansion, State Theatre, and various other private heritage 
houses were preserved (Burgmann and Burgmann 2011). 
Issues of authenticity, which is a concept that features in all of these debates, is 
another major area of contestation among different stakeholders in heritage 
management and identification. UNESCO recognizes the extensive role of 
communities in the process of identifying, managing and protecting heritage, stating 
that all existing culture and societies are rooted in specific means and forms of 
intangible and tangible manifestation (UNESCO 2005). These diverse cultural 
manifestations constitute their heritage and should be equally respected. UNESCO 
further emphasizes that diversity in cultural heritage exists both in space and time 
which requires respect from other cultures (Operational Guidelines for the 
Implementation of the World Heritage Convention 2005).  However, the official 
governing bodies and experts and professionals working in the field of heritage hold 
the determining authority in attributing value and authenticity to heritage rather than 
local communities. For instance, ‘The Nara Document on Authenticity’ which was 
issued and documented in the conference jointly organized by UNESCO, 
International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural 
Property (ICCROM) and ICOMOS in Nara (Japan) in November 1994, states:  
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            Depending on the nature of cultural heritage, its cultural context and 
its evolution through time, authenticity judgments may be linked to 
the worth of a great variety of sources of information. Aspects of 
the sources may include form and design, material and substance, 
use and function, tradition and techniques, location and setting, and 
spirit and feeling and other internal and external factors. The use of 
these sources permits elaboration of the specific artistic, historic, 
social and scientific dimensions of the cultural heritage being 
examined (The Nara Document On Authenticity 1994 p. 3).  
Besides these aspects and sources of information which UNESCO highlights as key 
factors contributing to the authenticity of heritage, the concept of ‘universal value' is 
equally important in the process. For example, UNESCO emphasizes that World 
Heritage Sites are important to – and belong to – every person in the world regardless 
of their location, declaring that they hold irreplaceable social, cultural, and historic 
legacy that the global community decides to protect for future generations. The 
common features of all of these global properties that UNESCO highlights are that 
they possess the character of ‘outstanding universal value'. The outstanding universal 
value (OUV) as UNESCO further elaborates is a combination of exceptional or 
superlative nature, its importance and significance, and its cultural and natural worth 
in the global context. Moreover, UNESCO presents ten different criteria to assess the 
OUV of the heritage properties (see ICOMOS 2008, p.5). 
Even though there is no existing mechanism ensuring representation of local 
communities in multinational organizations working on heritage, these organizations 
are mainly responsible for giving recognition, attributing values and authenticity to 
local cultural heritage. Authenticity judgments and recognition are not always free 
from criticism from heritage scholars and critics. For instance, Zhu (2015) argues 
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that authentication in the discourse of heritage is actually a social process. This 
process, for him, has the impact on existing local cultural practices. The practice of 
authenticating heritage ultimately creates space for dynamic negotiations between 
local and global value systems. In the process of imposing authenticity judgments on 
local heritage by heritage agencies, local communities, generally, do not act as 
passive recipients, rather they consume, contest and negotiate the concept of 
authenticity in multiple ways (Zhu 2015). Furthermore, Alivizatou (2011) criticizes 
UNESCO’s authenticity judgments, saying that heritage preservation always invites 
innovative ways of thinking and understanding, coupled with calls for development. 
She further emphasizes authenticity is not something which can be judged against 
predefined standards, rather it must respect the local understanding. 
However, recognition from inter-governmental bodies like UNESCO of local 
heritage may open up various opportunities for heritage and local communities. For 
instance, a study by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport, in the UK 
[DCMS, now the Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport] (2007), shows 
that a World Heritage Status for local heritage increases the level of partnership as 
consultation will be required to fulfill and create the requirement of the management 
plan. Because of this involvement of multiple partners in heritage sites, DCMS 
argues that it will be more likely to get conservation and heritage-based funding 
resources which is helpful to attract more public funds for heritage sites. This 
funding will be helpful to implement conservation measures and strategies to 
increase publicity, as well as greater scrutiny of planning applications which 
ultimately influence the quality of local community development. It has also been 
argued that World Heritage status is also helpful for advertising and promotional 
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activities for a heritage site because it works as a ‘branding effect’, enticing 
additional visitors (DCMS 2007). 
Here, we cannot deny the role and importance of organizations like UNESCO, 
ICOMOS, and others which are working on heritage preservation. However, their 
role and approach to local heritage sometimes become objectionable not only by the 
local communities but also by the participatory member nations as well. This is 
because of the multiple and conflicting interest among the member nations along 
with bilateral and multilateral political relations and conflicts between/among them. 
A recent example of this is the State Department of the U.S., which announced its 
withdrawal from UNESCO by notifying the Director General of the organization, 
stating that, "this decision was not taken lightly, and reflects U.S. concern with 
mounting arrears at UNESCO, the need for fundamental reform in the organization 
and continuing anti-Israel bias at UNESCO" (U.S. Department of State 2017 pp. 1). 
Previously, back in 2011, when Palestine was granted full membership to UNESCO, 
the U.S. announced it would stop its funding, asserting that ‘granting full 
membership to Palestine was regrettable, premature and undermined their shared 
goal of comprehensive, just and lasting peace in the Middle East’. On the issue, U. S. 
spokesperson of the State Department stated: "The United States remains strongly 
committed to robust, multilateral engagement across the UN system. However, 
Palestinian membership as a state in UNESCO triggers longstanding legislative 
restrictions which will compel the United States to refrain from making the 
contribution to UNESCO" (REUTERS 2011 p. 1). 
Similar to its principal organization, the United Nations, UNESCO also has to 
negotiate the differences in interests and priorities among its member nations. The 
main motto of the organization, ‘to contribute to peace and security by promoting 
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international collaboration through educational, scientific and cultural reforms’, 
becomes questionable when it fails to create harmonious relationships even among 
the member nations. The future effectiveness of UNESCO is rendered dubious 
particularly when an economically and politically powerful member nation like the 
United States withdrew its support and membership [which was the major 
contributor to the financial strength of UNESCO, contributing twenty-two percent of 
the total annual financial budget to the organization before its withdrawal]. 
(Cornwell 2011).  
Likewise, local communities always possess unique features and characters in their 
particular, historical, religious, social and geographical contexts. For instance, Byrne 
(2014) observes in the context of Asian countries that popular religious beliefs have a 
value that should inform the management of heritage in these regions, encouraging 
and allowing communities more authority to manage their own heritage than the 
government or any other organizations. For him, this strategy will be instrumental in 
constituting a foundation for local people's engagement with the cultural and material 
past. He further emphasizes that popular religions – Buddhism, Hinduism, folk 
Catholicism, and Chinese deity cults – comprise a constituency which accounts for a 
majority of Asian populations. Contemporary exclusion of this population from the 
heritage process is an issue of social justice and the exclusion of community interests 
in heritage management elucidates the reason behind the failure of most of the 
heritage conservation programs in the region. Even though the tenets of these popular 
religions are highly influential in building and renovation practices in the Asian 
region, the early and mid-twentieth century saw the modernist attempt to suppress 
the religious dimensions of heritage. This impact can be visible in modern private 
and commercial constructions which are largely inspired by religious heritage and its 
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architectural designs. In this modernist contestation, the heritage professionals and 
archaeologists initiated a campaign against the private collection of heritage and 
looting of antique properties. However, for Byrne, this practice ignored the regime of 
values that community discourses of heritage had erected and into which local 
diggers and collectors play. Byrne's focus here is a different perspective on heritage, 
with a vision of differences in the practice of heritage advocating a perspective that 
accords with community values, objects that are agentic and vibrant things engrossed 
in social practices rather than passive and inert surfaces subject to preservation 
(Byrne 2014). These multiple understandings and interpretation of heritage in the 
global context will be scrutinized further in the following section focusing on its 
nature, character, and properties. 
2.2. Understanding Heritage: Nature, Character and Properties.  
As mentioned above, multinational and intra-national organizations have an 
important role in contemporary heritage management and preservation strategies. 
However, understanding heritage through the lens of these organizations and 
implementing preservation strategies as advocated by them is not free from criticism. 
One of the notable drawbacks of intra-national and multi-national organizations 
working in the field of heritage, as heritage critics and scholars point out, is their 
alleged Eurocentric approach. The European model and understanding of heritage 
that these organizations seek to impose around the world sometimes become 
ineffective and counter-productive. Winter (2014), outlines some of the debates 
regarding the application and sustainability of Western / Eurocentric approaches 
towards the preservation of cultural heritage in the rest of the world. For Winter, The 
Burra Charter (1979), The Cultural Charter of Africa (1979), and The Nara 
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Document on Authenticity (1994) are prominent representations of such concerns. 
Various charters, publications, and pronouncements have been made by heritage 
authorities at national/international levels to address the perceived insufficiencies of 
frameworks that reinforce contemporary global heritage preservation movements, 
such as the Venice Charter in 1964. However, such initiatives have not emerged as 
an effective alternative to Eurocentric approaches. Rather, their policy framework 
represents a synonymous approach to the western approach to heritage. There arises 
the question about the extent to which this Eurocentric approach is applicable in 
other parts of the world and what is driving these assertions of geographical, national 
and civilizational authority over the rest of the world. Winter (2014) further states, 
the declarations specifically about Asian cultures, their geographical landscapes, 
along with their inherited socio-cultural past are actually a post-colonial subjective 
collective representation. 
This Eurocentrism is a part of a wider discourse that prioritizes particular pockets of 
the population – the white, male, Christian, middle-and upper-classes. This discourse 
is not only imposed on other parts of the world by international heritage management 
authorities, but this trend is also clearly visible within European countries as well. 
Waterton and Smith (2010) observe this tendency in their exploration of ‘The 
Recognition and Misrecognition of Community Heritage', where they found in the 
United Kingdom that white elite/middle classes were privileged in the role of 
managerial positions in heritage management organizations unlike people from other 
ethnic, socio-cultural and economic backgrounds. This handful of people from a 
particular social section not only marginalized other cultural heritage, but they also 
defined and manipulated the national heritage experience. For instance, the 
contemporary British national heritage experience, for Waterton and Smith, is 
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actually the cultural symbols of the white middle/elite class of people which also 
symbolizes and defines the British national heritage.  
They give further examples of the portion of society that visit art galleries and 
country houses in Britain. As they observed, these activities are considered more 
cultured and sophisticated than otherwise working-class activities. Furthermore, 
heritage associated with white British history is more prioritized and considered the 
‘good' and the ‘great' in comparison to the heritage associated with other social 
groups. The marginalized community and their heritage could be classified in 
multiple ways such as ‘ethnic', ‘feminine' or ‘black'. As a result, ‘other' communities 
do not possess equal grasp and connection to the nationally manifested and preserved 
heritage because of which they cannot claim and relate themselves to such heritage, 
past, and self-identity (Waterton and Smith 2010 p. 13). As an exploration of 
community engagement, this research will try to scrutinize this issue in the Nepalese 
context. 
Additionally, some heritage scholars and critics see contestation as an inherent nature 
and character of heritage. Heritage scholar and archaeologist Helaine Silverman 
(2011) points out that every existing cultural group, whether it's a group of religious, 
ethnic or political peoples or a national association, manipulate their cultural heritage 
in the contemporary world. These groups can use, misuse, appropriate, erase and 
exclude the indicators and manifestations both of their own and other heritage 
properties. How cultural heritage will be treated by a particular group depends on 
their motivations to achieve the supremacy and legitimacy in cultural, economic, 
political and other social spheres. That is to say, cultural heritage is always subject to 
interpretation/misinterpretation in the favor of the interests of dominant 
social/cultural/political groups. Silverman further highlights, referring to Edward M. 
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Bruner and his book ‘Text, Play, and Story: The Construction and Reconstruction of 
Self and Society' (1983), that awareness of the contested nature of cultural heritage 
arises because of the construction of self-identity, which for her is a deployment of 
oppositional or situational strategy. 
The Hindu-Muslim riot in India back in 2002 and demolition of the ‘Babri Masjid' 
can be taken as one of such examples where this contestation and dissonant character 
of heritage is visible (Majid 2015). According to the Hindu mythological epic 
‘Ramanaya', ‘Ayodhya', (a city in northern current India) is a sacred capital and 
birthplace of the Hindu mythical deity King Lord Rama. Indian Hindu devotees and 
religious nationalists and extremist believe that there was an ancient temple built to 
memorialize to the exact birthplace of Lord Rama. Hindu nationalists and extremists 
started to circulate various claims from the beginning of the eighteenth century that 
the Hindu temple in Ayodhya which memorialized the birthplace of Lord Rama was 
annihilated and replaced by the Masjid (Mosque). The Masjid was supposedly built 
at the end of the 1520s when India was ruled by the Mughal Islamic emperor ‘Babur' 
(Barber 2006). The Hindus wanted to rebuild the temple demolishing the Masjid and 
Muslims wanted to protect it. As a result, the first Hindu-Muslim violent clash over 
the site of Ayodhya occurred in the 1850s. After Indian independence from British 
rule in 1947 and its division on the religious foundation (Hindu and Muslim: namely 
‘Hindustan' and ‘Pakistan'), Ayodhya became a prominent place of Hindu pilgrimage 
and Indian Hindu nationalism. The Masjid was locked by order of the government in 
1949 as Hindus installed the image of Lord Rama and other Hindu deities who 
claimed these images were miraculous appearances. The Hindu – Muslim dispute 
over Ayodhya intensified in the 1980s when Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) – a pro-
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Hindu Indian Political party, started a campaign to build a temple dedicated to Lord 
Rama at the site.  
Findings of the Archeological Survey of India, which indicated that previously there 
was a temple before the construction of the present Mosque, became one of the 
reasons in intensifying the conflict (Udayakumar 1997). As a result, the ‘Babri 
Masjid' was demolished on 6 December 1992 by Hindu protesters when a massive 
rally, organized by Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and Vishva Hindu Parishad (VHP) 
– (a sister organization of BJP) turned violent, overwhelming the security forces 
which were protecting the mosque. This demolition of the Mosque resulted in 
various inter-communal conflicts between Hindus and Muslims in India which took 
over 3000 lives (Guha 2007). 
This Hindu-Muslim conflict in India over their respective religious and cultural 
heritage shows that there will not always be a universal consensus regarding what is 
preserved as heritage. Furthermore, the existing socio-political power structure plays 
a vital role in defining heritage and how it should be preserved. In the political rule 
of the Islamic Mughal emperor Babar, Islam and socio-cultural and religious things 
related to Islamic religion received heritage status and the ancient temple belonging 
to the minority Hindu culture and religion was demolished. Initially, Hindus raised 
their voice against the subordination of their religion and religious heritage but it was 
Muslims who were in the majority and in the socio-political positions of power 
because of which the voice of the Hindus and their concern were not taken seriously 
by the ruling authority. British colonial rulers were generally neutral to both Hindu 
and Muslim communities and the Mosque was protected by constructing a boundary 
wall which divided it into two inner and outer courtyards where Muslims used to 
pray in the inner courtyard and Hindus offered their prayers in the outer courtyard 
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(Sarvepalli 1993). When India got its independence from the British rule and a 
separate Muslim country – Pakistan – was created, the Hindus in India became the 
numerical majority, and Muslims, who were previously the majority, became a 
minority. Currently, Indian socio-political sphere is completely dominated by the 
Hindu majority in such a way that, out of the fourteen Prime-Ministers India got after 
its independence in 1947, no one is from the minority Muslim community. The 
increased Hindu-Muslim conflicts over various socio-political issues including 
defining and preserving heritage after independence and division are the result of the 
changed power structure and the preferences of the people who are in power and are 
in the numerical majority (MRGI 2008). 
Similarly, the Jewish and Muslim confrontation over the city of Jerusalem is another 
such example of contestation between the communities. Israelis and Palestinians 
engage in the ongoing historical rivalry for control over the ancient religious city of 
Jerusalem. For both Muslim and Jews, Jerusalem represents the symbol of legitimacy 
and a source of inspiration – for Muslim’s the sacred Sanctuary (Haram al-Sharif) 
and for Jews the Temple Mount (Har Habayit). For Jews, important remains of the 
first and second ancient temples are concealed beneath the Haram compound where 
after the demolition of the Temple Mount in 70 CE the western (wailing) wall is the 
only visible reminder of those temples. For Muslims, Haram al-Sharif is the third 
revered city after Mecca and Medina where the Al –Aqsa Mosque, the Wailing Wall 
(ha-kotel, al-buraq) and the existing Dome of the Rock believed to be related with 
Mohammad's night journey to Heaven (Dumper and Larkin 2012). 
These archaeological sites have become intrinsically associated with both Muslims 
and Jews to which both find the root of their religious, political and national identity. 
The Ancient City of Jerusalem has been excavated, demolished, restored and rebuilt 
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because of the infusion of the ideological significance of Jews and Muslims and to 
justify historical narratives and to serve political agendas. For instance, Israel 
demolished an ancient residential area in 1967 which was in front of the Wailing 
Wall, popularly known as Moroccan Quarter where 6000 residential properties were 
destroyed along with the two mosques (Buraq and Afdali), to build a new plaza for 
Jewish prayer and worship (Dumper 2002). This excavation of the archaeology 
became significant for reclaiming and reimagining the religious and cultural past of 
Israel by affirming historical roots of the Jewish people to the land and recreating 
ancient national myths like that of Massada (Zerubavel 1995). Conversely, 
Palestinians believe that Israel is recreating the historic landscape of Jerusalem at the 
expense of Muslim celebratory heritage and archaeology. Ongoing construction of 
the Israeli National Theme Park Ir David (City of David) involving tunneling and 
excavating Palestinian Muslim heritage and residential houses are further 
intensifying the ongoing conflict between Palestine and Israel. 
Such forms of urban conflict, which are rooted in contending claims for the past at a 
particular heritage site, divide people because of the powerful historical, cultural and 
religious connotations and symbolism that evoke strong emotions. To demonstrate 
their feelings and emotions people participate in activities such as parades and rallies, 
and even expressing themselves through other spontaneous ways, like graffiti. 
During the civil war and armed conflict historical and archaeological sites may 
become major targets with which to perpetrate psychological and emotional lesions 
upon people who are physically, historically and culturally attached to them. Militant 
and revolutionary groups might utilize this to gain the attention of the inter/national 
communities. Demolition of heritage sites or turbulence at a celebratory and 
commemorative event can be the final intensifying agent leading to all-out violence. 
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When events and sites become linked even minor changes in use, access and 
interpretation can act as hotspots of contestation which can spur the outbreak of 
violence and clashes. Furthermore, the politicization of heritage and archaeology for 
strategic expansionist interests and in the form of ultra-orthodox religious 
dogmatisms will be a threat which helps to promote distorted versions of history – 
merging legend and myth (Watzman 2007). As this research explores the 
participatory approaches in Nepalese heritage management; these nature, character, 
and properties of heritage will be analyzed focusing on two case study sites – 
‘Boudhanath Stupa’ and ‘Rani-Pokhari’.    
2.3.  Heritage in Nepal 
Having explored the contestations that are involved in managing heritage when 
multiple communities and stakeholders are engaged in the practices, I will now look 
at the history and contemporary situation of Nepalese heritage management. The 
second part of this section will begin to explore dominant Nepalese narratives which 
arise from the specific management practices that are undertaken in this particular 
context. Nepal – a tiny South Asian Himalayan nation with a population of around 30 
million – is characterized by its ethnic variability and cultural diversity where 
community participation in heritage management is not a popular practice; rather 
central government authority, NGOs and INGOs like UNESCO, the Kathmandu 
Valley Preservation Trust (KVPT), the Nepal Heritage Society and others have a 
major role. There are an estimated 123 spoken languages and 125 ethnic groups that 
exist and share the geographical territory of Nepal, highlighting pronounced cultural 
diversity (CBS 2011). Nepal is affluent in both tangible and intangible heritage. Ten 
cultural sites and natural landscapes have been listed on the World Heritage List of 
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UNESCO, which includes seven monuments of the Kathmandu valley: the four 
religious ensembles of Pashupatinath, Swayambhunath, Changu Narayan and 
Boudhanath, three royal courtyards and palaces of Basantapur, Patan and Bhaktapur, 
and the birthplace of Lord Buddha, Lumbini. Besides these, two natural sites have 
also been listed: The Chitwan National Park and Sagarmatha National Park (Nepal – 
UNESCO World Heritage Center 2017). 
Heritage and initiatives for its preservation in Nepal have an almost simultaneous 
history. The traditional ‘Guthi’, which has been in existence since the 5th century BC, 
is a spontaneous community association for managing heritage that is based on 
religion, caste or a particular locality. ‘Guthi' served as a primary organization and 
authority generating social and economic capital. That collected capital was used to 
finance cultural festivals and rituals along with the necessary maintenance of heritage 
monuments (Shaha 1992). The collective ownership of the land and income 
generated through land taxation was the major source of income of these ‘Guthi’. 
However, nationalization of the land through various land reform acts 
(1951,1954,1959,1962,1964 and 1995) by the Nepalese government weakened their 
economic strength which ultimately limited their role and position in heritage 
preservation and management (Regmi 1978). 
Despite the existence of these Guthi for centuries, the establishment of the 
Department of Archeology (DoA) in 1953 under the Ministry of Education by His 
Majesty’s Government of Nepal is regarded as the first official initiation towards 
heritage preservation in Nepal, which is followed by ‘The Ancient Monument 
Preservation Act’ in 1956. Involvement of other actors in the field of heritage 
preservation opened up after Nepal ratified the World Heritage Convention in 1978 
which resulted in the inclusion of seven ancient monuments of the Kathmandu 
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Valley and Sagarmatha National Park as World Heritage Sites in 1979. UNESCO 
further included Chitwan National Park in 1984 and Lumbini, the birthplace of Lord 
Buddha, in 1997 as World Heritage Sites.  
Nepal's ratification of the World Heritage Convention and UNESCO's subsequent 
granting of world heritage ‘status' to the sites and monuments within Nepal afforded 
international recognition to Nepalese heritage. It also initiated multi-party 
involvement and co-operation in the conservation of Nepalese heritage. For instance, 
the Master Plan for the Conservation of the Cultural Heritage in the Kathmandu 
Valley initiated by HMG of Nepal in 1974 received financial assistance from the 
United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and technical assistance from 
UNESCO. Although it was initiated for only two months, to begin with, the plan was 
then extended up to 1980 (UNESCO / UNDP 1981). 
These relatively recent efforts from government and non-government organizations, 
academic study and research on Nepalese culture and heritage also do not have a 
long history of inquiry. Archaeology, religion, and history paved the way for 
research and academic study for other tangible and intangible heritage in Nepal. For 
instance, An Account of the Kingdom of Nepaul…in the Year 1793 by William 
Kirkpatrick (1811) can be taken as one of the pioneering official documentation of 
socio-cultural heritage of modern Nepal. Before the unification of the country only 
the present Kathmandu Valley was known as Nepal (Nepaul). The unification was 
initiated by the King Prithvi Narayan Shah in 1743 CE. During his unification 
process he made Kathmandu, the capital of the country, and since then the now 
unified country became officially known as ‘Nepal'. Kirkpatrick's book, which is 
mainly a documentation of his travel experiences, especially of the Kathmandu 
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Valley, presents social, cultural, historical and geographical images of the then 
Kathmandu Valley.   
Similarly, despite the archaeological abundance in the country, where archaeological 
remains indicate its ancient history back to the time of 30 Kya (Saul 2016), the 
official documentation, academic research and study were initiated not long ago.  
The first official exploration and research on Nepalese archaeological heritage were 
by P. C. Mukhergi in 1899. He explored the ancient city of Kapilavastu (Nepal) in 
his book Antiquities of Kapilavastu: Tarai of Nepal which was a report submitted to 
the ‘Archaeological Survey of India' and was based on a tour of exploration. The 
ancient city of Kapilavastu which also encompasses the birthplace of the founder of 
Buddhism, ‘Lord Buddha' – Lumbini, is illustrated by 32 ancient plates in his book. 
Before Mukhergi, Henry Ambrose Oldfield (1822-1871), who was serving as a 
surgeon at the British Residency in Kathmandu from 1850 to 1863 sketched 
contemporary Nepali religious and secular objects in the form of drawings and 
watercolors which included religious and historical heritage, contemporary 
architecture and design, and, buildings and monuments. His collection of the 
sketches was published after his death in the form of book entitled Sketches from 
Nipal (he used ‘Nipal’ instead of Nepal) in 1880. Oldfield’s depiction of 
contemporary Nepalese art and architecture provided important information to 
historians and archaeologists to understand the then culture and society (Dixit 2008).  
Hinduism – one of the oldest religion in the world – holds major importance for the 
Nepalese people. Additionally, Siddhartha Gautam was born in the same country and 
became Lord Buddha so Buddhism is also equally respected. Investigations of this 
rich religious heritage became an object of interest for academic scholars and 
researchers since the nineteenth century.  The majority of the population follow 
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Hinduism and there are plenty of Hindu religious monuments all over the country, 
but it was Buddhism and it's cultural and religious heritage which primarily caught 
the eye of scholars, especially in the west. For example, Perceval Landon (1869-
1927), who was an English journalist, traveler, and writer, describes Nepal as a 
country full of past relics and antiquities and examines the cultural heritage and 
architecture of the country in his book Nepal which was published in two volumes 
after his death in 1928. He examines Buddhism, its socio-cultural role and religious 
heritage in the country. He also highlights the discovery of the ancient Asoka Pillar 
built by the Emperor Asoka in Lumbini where Asoka inscribed in the pillar ‘This is 
the place where Lord Buddha was born’ which served as an incontrovertible 
evidence to the world (Landon 1928). Similarly, another British scholar David 
Snellgrove (1957) observes the general doctrines and practices of Buddhism in 
Nepal, a history of its early account in Tibet and modern Tibetan Buddhism in theory 
and practice among Tibet, Nepal and India in his book Buddhist Himalaya: Travels 
and Studies in Quest of the Origins and Nature of Tibetan Religion. These earlier 
studies and account of Nepalese culture and heritage did not serve any analytical and 
theoretical approach rather they served as mere account and description of existing 
Nepalese culture, heritage, and archaeological properties.   
In the South Asian context, Indian socio-cultural and religious heritage has been a 
subject of interest among scholars for much longer than Nepalese heritage. Much 
Nepalese religious and cultural heritage shares common characteristics with Indian 
religious and cultural heritage. Indian socio-cultural dominance in the sub-continent 
and British colonization were instrumental for Indian cultural and religious heritage 
to get more exposure to research and compared to other countries of the 
subcontinent. For example, Horace Hayman Wilson (1848), a British scholar and 
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researcher analyzes Hindu religious variations in India in his book Religious Sects of 
the Hindus. Even before that, Al-Biruni (973 -1048), a renowned Persian scholar, 
scrutinized most of the social, cultural, religious and other characteristics of India in 
his book Al – Biruni’s India: An Account of the Religion, Philosophy, Literature, 
Geography, Chronology, Astronomy, Customs, Laws and Astrology of India about 
A.D. 1030 which was translated later into English in 1888 by a Professor in the Royal 
University of Berlin Dr. Edward C. Sachau. The religious uniqueness of the Indian 
sub-continent and its varied customs and traditions were fascinating for western 
scholars and researchers as we can observe both in Biruni (1048) and Wilson (1848).   
In Nepalese context, these initial archaeological, historical and religious works on 
Nepalese heritage from William Kirkpatrick (1811), Henry Ambrose Oldfield (1880) 
to P.C. Mukhergi (1899), Perceval Landon (1928) and David Snellgrove (1957) gave 
an academic foundation to Nepalese heritage studies and exposure to research and 
analysis. Subsequently, the Department of Archaeology initiated the publication of 
the quarterly journal Ancient Nepal in 1967.  
Subsequently, an important survey for heritage management was conducted by, ‘the 
Department of Housing, Building and Physical Planning, Nepal’ in 1975. The 
published outcome, Kathmandu Valley: The Preservation of Physical Environment 
and Cultural Heritage; a Protective Inventory (1975) [with the collaboration and 
sponsorship of UNESCO], was intended to assist with preserving the cultural 
property and cultural heritage including historic and religious monuments, buildings 
and architectures. This inventory is known as a first comprehensive assessment of the 
heritage of Kathmandu Valley and made it known to the world. As UNESCO 
directly participated in this project, this inventory served as the basic guideline for 
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identifying special heritage sites within Kathmandu Valley which were later 
acknowledged as World Heritage Sites.  
Consequently, archaeologist and scholar in Nepalese heritage Mary Shepherd Slusser 
(1982) scrutinized the Kathmandu Valley in terms of its iconography, architecture, 
archaeological remains, temples, festivals, ethnography and history in her book 
Nepal Mandala: A Cultural Study of the Kathmandu Valley. Slusser not only 
describes Kathmandu Valley and its cultural heritage, but she also presents the 
historical origin and significance of the cultural properties. Until now, Slusser's 
Nepal Mandala serves as an almost complete archaeological, cultural and historical 
assessment and a monumental work on the Kathmandu Valley because of its in-depth 
research and analysis including architecture, archaeology and religious, cultural and 
historical heritage. The cultural history and evolution of Kathmandu Valley are 
meticulously explored through the existing shrines and sculptures, festivals and 
folklore and with the maps of the old cities tracing their geographical boundaries. 
The second edition of the UNESCO’s 1975 inventory was recently republished and 
reprinted in 2015, containing two volumes intended to contribute to post-earthquake 
restoration and reconstruction of the damaged and affected heritage monuments and 
sites within Nepal. The first volume is a comprehensive information of 32 cultural 
and 24 natural preservation districts within Nepal, where 3 towns and 29 historic 
settlements and 46 monument zones consisting of 13 urban and 33 rural zones are 
included. Similarly, the second volume is a special inventory of more than 800 
archaeological, historical and cultural objects which comprise 376 of Kathmandu, 
284 of Lalitpur, 62 of Bhaktapur and 81 of various other rural settlements (Pruscha 
2015).  
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These initial books and researches primarily focused on the characteristics, nature, 
and properties of Nepalese heritage. They also highlighted the contemporary 
situation and their past history, myth, origin, and significance in social, historical, 
religious and cultural context. Local community perspectives and their relation, 
association, and engagement with these existing heritage were not in the focus in 
their study, though.  These researches gave wider national and international exposure 
to Nepalese heritage which was instrumental for instigating interest and inspiration to 
new researchers and academicians for the deeper exploration and quest into the 
sphere of Nepalese heritage. Though disengaged from local and indigenous 
appreciations for the past, this ‘first wave' of research paved the way for participatory 
discourses to enter the field of Nepalese heritage. For instance, Maharjan (2012), 
examines the contestation between Nepalese heritage authorities and the local private 
house owners in three Royal Courtyards of the Kathmandu Valley; Hanumandhoka, 
Patan and Bhaktapur Durbar Squares, which are enlisted in the World Heritage list of 
UNESCO. She points out that the reconstruction and renovation of the private 
heritage houses using modern materials and technology was one of the major reason 
behind the conflict. This tension between local communities living nearby these 
World Heritage sites and the heritage management authorities intensified further 
when UNESCO kept the Kathmandu Valley on the World Heritage in Danger list 
back in 2003 stating that these heritage sites within Kathmandu Valley were losing 
their urban fabric because of haphazard and uncontrolled modern construction 
(UNESCO 2003). Before that ICOMOS (1998) had already warned and highlighted 
this situation in its conservation report which states: 
             The single overriding issue in protecting the integrity of the 
Kathmandu Valley World Heritage Sites is the control of damaging 
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and illegal development. With few exceptions, the principal 
religious and public monuments are secure and require only normal 
maintenance. However, the traditional houses and commercial 
buildings, which from their essential setting are at great risk and are 
subject to extreme pressure. If the redevelopment continues at the 
present rate and is not curbed by the effective development controls, 
the authenticity of the World Heritage sites will be so severely 
damaged as to compromise its outstanding universal value 
(UNESCO 1999 p. 3). 
The excessive population growth of the Kathmandu Valley is pointed as one of the 
major reasons behind the encroachment and development activities on heritage sites. 
On the one hand, multi-storey modern buildings are replacing traditional heritage 
houses, and on the other, they are deteriorating the aesthetic beauty of the heritage 
sites. The Central Bureau of Statistics Nepal (2011) shows the extreme and 
disproportionate population growth in the Kathmandu Valley in the last decade: a 
growth of 60.93% in the valley compared to 14.99% national growth rate. The 
twelve-year long civil war which ended in 2006 was instrumental in this mass 
migration and the overflow of the rural population to the urban areas like Kathmandu 
Valley (CBS 2011). 
Most of the heritage houses within Kathmandu Valley have a comparable 
architectural design and quality to the eighteenth and nineteenth-century royal 
palaces built in the three royal court-yard of Kathmandu, Patan, and Bhaktapur. 
However, a lack of modern facilities and a tendency for homeowners to utilize the 
space for commercial and residential purposes and also a continuous narrowing of 
residential open space in the city is encouraging house owners to construct new 
multi-storey houses with modern facilities, demolishing the old ones. A recent study 
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shows that urban area in Kathmandu Valley has expanded up to 412% in last three 
decades (Ishtiaque et al. 2017). Here, the conflict between heritage management 
authorities and local communities arrived because of the Ancient Monument 
Preservation Act (1956) which places restrictions on any new construction, 
restoration and renovation of the old heritage houses within the World Heritage Sites. 
Even if the construction is essential, approval from the ‘Department of Archaeology' 
and local municipality office is required. Local homeowners often exploit a weak 
enforcement of the act by the heritage management authorities and modify and 
reconstruct their old heritage houses with modern construction materials and designs. 
It is often the case that national heritage management authorities like ‘the 
Department of Archaeology’ and municipality offices are only driven to action after 
threats to delist sites from the World Heritage list by UNESCO. 
Local communities and heritage homeowners within the World Heritage Sites have 
objected to the heritage management policy and preservation act which prevents 
them from modifying and reconstructing their old houses according to their 
necessities. For them, as old houses do not have essential modern facilities like water 
drains, access to electricity, water-storage, waste management etc., these are 
priorities. However, the government collects an attractive amount of money through 
advertising and showing these heritage sites and their heritage houses to national and 
international tourists. Furthermore, these old houses incur a comparatively high cost 
to renovate using traditional materials because of scarcity and the expensive price of 
the traditional construction materials and high wage rate of the experts and 
construction workers. (Maharjan 2012). UNESCO put Kathmandu Valley on the 
World Heritage in Danger List back in 2003 mainly because of a perceived 
disinterest by local people to traditionally preserve their heritage houses and their 
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haphazard and uncontrolled modern construction projects in those areas.  Moreover, 
the inability of government and non-government actors and agencies to educate and 
encourage local residents to preserve remains a challenge. Being put on the heritage 
in danger list alarmed the Government who called for immediate action from all of 
the concerned parties. However, there was no significant improvement in the 
endangered heritage sites because of the existing differences in the interests and 
priorities among the various stakeholders (government / non-government agencies 
and local communities). 
To restore the original aesthetic exquisiteness of the Kathmandu Valley and its 
heritage, and educate the locals to preserve their heritage, UNESCO published the 
Heritage Homeowner’s Preservation Manual in 2006. The preservation manual 
contains almost complete information for the heritage house-owner including 
information about why it is important to restore historic houses, what the basic 
principles for the conservation of these houses are, how to understand the existing 
heritage building, how to set the conservation objectives and priorities along with 
information about structural design and maintenance. The purpose of this manual, as 
UNESCO emphasized, was to provide solutions for heritage home-owners to repair 
their houses in the best and most affordable way, providing them the international 
standards for the best conservation practice. The manual also intended to facilitate 
communication between heritage home-owners and contractors to identify 
conservation preferences and relevant methodologies, introducing further assets to 
enable proper sourcing of resources and skilled craftsmen and technicians.  
This manual was published in three different languages – English, Nepali, and 
Newari where Nepali serves as the national language and Newari is the local 
language of the ethnic community ‘Newar’ that reside inside the Kathmandu Valley. 
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Consequently, in 2007, the Kathmandu Valley was deemed no longer in danger and 
returned to the World Heritage List during UNESCO’s annual meeting in 
Christchurch, as resources had been increased and allocated to the city’s museum 
with a reinvestment in staff and improved management (UN News Centre 2007).  
An exploration of religious rituals and local heritage conservation in Boudhanath 
Monumental Zone by Ayouby (2015) is another study of Nepalese heritage in 
relation to the local community. She observes the Buddhist Monumental Zone as a 
living sacred heritage site where religious meaning, symbolism, and rituals of the 
monumental zone give sacred value to the heritage site. Here, Buddhists pilgrims 
around the globe come to perform their religious rites and rituals. Avouby found that 
the local community had a strong association with this monumental zone because it 
signifies religious and cultural sanctity to the people where they perform their sacred 
daily rituals. This religious heritage site also serves as a meeting point for dialogue 
among various community members especially following the same religion. 
Even though, research and academic exploration of Nepalese heritage does not have 
a long history, these recent attempts of the scholars and researchers giving 
acknowledgement to every Nepalese heritage stake-holders (local communities, 
government and non-government authorities) comprising their multiple perspectives 
have certainly paved the way for more comprehensive enquiries in the near future. 
Following this section of reviewing the literature in global and Nepalese context, 
now, I will introduce my research approach and methodology of this research in the 
next section.  
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Chapter 3 
APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY 
Two heritage sites of the Kathmandu Valley, Boudhanath Stupa and Rani-Pokhari, 
were the focal field areas for conducting a series of semi-structured interviews that 
could be used to explore the role of communities in heritage management processes 
in Nepal. The following describes the study areas and outlines my rationale for 
choosing them. 
3.1. Case Study 1: Boudhanath Stupa 
Boudhanath Stupa, a World Heritage monument listed by UNESCO, is a Buddhist 
shrine located in north-eastern part of the Kathmandu Valley (see Figures 1 and 2). 
The actual date of its construction remains unknown as no description or account of 
the monument is officially recorded in Nepalese history. However, it is mentioned in 
various ancient Rajavamsavali (Record of the Linage of Kings) dating back to the 
Lichhavi (A Dynasty of King Mandeva (464 - 505 CE), Shivdeva (590 - 604 CE) and 
Anshuvarma (605 – 621 CE) [Ehrhard 1990]. There are popular myths regarding 
who built the stupa and how it was constructed but nothing is recorded as official 
evidence.  It is one of the biggest stupas in the world. This is one of the major places 
for Buddhist pilgrimages, and is equally respected by Hindus. 
The destructive earthquake of 2015 affected this monument along with various other 
monuments, buildings and places, and resulted in numerous physical deaths and 
injuries. Visible damage to Boudhanath Stupa after the earthquake included shattered 
walls on the base, a broken gold plated crown and spire along with several cracks in 
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its dome. The reconstruction and renovation process of Boudhanath Stupa was 
recently completed in November of 2016 which is the first heritage site to be 
successfully reconstructed from among the 743 affected sites.  
According to the Boudhanath Area Development Committee, the reconstruction and 
restoration costs for Boudhanath Stupa were 230 million Nepalese Rupees (2.1 
Million USD). Local community members, Buddhists residing in Nepal and around 
the globe and national and international Buddhist religious organizations, funded all 
of this restoration and reconstruction cost. People also participated in the 
reconstruction of Boudhanath Stupa in the form of free labor, cash and gold 
donations, depending on their financial and physical abilities. The Nepalese 
government did not contribute any financial support; rather it only provided technical 
assistance through the Department of Archaeology (South China Morning Post, 17 
November 2016).    
As this research is intended to explore community engagement in heritage 
management in Nepal, Boudhanath is selected as a case study because its 
reconstruction process has been organized and managed with a strong input from 
community members, including the fundraising for the construction procedures with 
the nominal technical assistance from the government Department of Archaeology.  
Figure 1 shows the condition of Boudhanath Stupa after the 2015 earthquake. This 
picture was taken just before the start of the reconstruction process. Here, the 
damaged upper part of the dome is completely removed and construction materials 
are piled up on the base of its dome. 
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Figure 1: Boudhanath after earthquake (Photo Credit: Himalayanwonders) 
 
 
The present condition of the stupa can be seen in a more recent picture below (Figure 
2), where Boudhanath Stupa is reconstructed and restored following the 2015 
earthquake. 
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Figure 2: Boudhanath reconstruction in November 2016 (Photo Credit: Himalayanwonders) 
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3.2. Case Study 2: Rani-Pokhari 
Rani-Pokhari (Queen’s Pond), also known as Nhu Pukhu (New Pond) in local 
Newari language is an artificial pond with both historical and religious significance. 
This pond is located in the heart of Kathmandu district which built by the then King 
Pratap Malla in 1670 AD. The King constructed this pond to console his distraught 
Queen because of the untimely demise of their son who was killed by an elephant. 
Water from the various Hindu holy rivers and ponds scattered across the Indian 
subcontinent was collected and poured in to the pond to sanctify it. The pond was an 
excellent example of Nepalese medieval architecture and engineering, which was 
recharged by water flowing underground channel (TU Teachers’ Association 2012). 
The Following figure (Figure 3) was a picture of this pond taken before the 2015 
earthquake. 
Figure 3: Rani-Pokhari before earthquake (Photo Credit: Himalayanwonders) 
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Figure 3, which illustrates the temple in the middle of the pond, dedicated to the 
Hindu Deity Lord Shiva, and which was connected through a causeway.  A statue of 
an elephant carrying the King (Pratap Malla) and his two sons is located on the 
southern part of the pond. There are four smaller Hindu temples at the four corners of 
the pond. The main temple which was located in the middle of pond used to open 
only once a year on the occasion of Bhai-Tika (fifth day of the second largest 
Nepalese Hindu festival –Tihar) whereas the pond’s inner premises were used to 
open on the occasion of Chhat Pooja (a Hindu religious festival dedicated to Sun 
God following Tihar). Figure 4 (below) shows people celebrating Bhai-Tika festival 
whereas figure 5 shows the Chhat Pooja celebration in this site. 
Figure 4:People celebrating Bhai-tika festival in Rani-Pokhari (Photo Credit: Wikimedia Commons) 
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Figure 5:Rani-Pokhari during Chhat festival (Picture Credit: Everest Uncensored) 
  
Beside its historical and religious importance, Rani-Pokhari also has cultural 
significance. After the completion of Rani-Pokhari in 1670, King Pratap Malla 
initiated a cultural festival called Gai-Jatra, which commemorates the deaths of the 
people during a year. The purpose of this festival was to console his distraught 
Queen showing that many people die every year, not only their son (Bajracharya et 
al. 1993). Family members and relatives in the community who died during the year 
participate in this festival. This festival is celebrated in the fifth month (Bhadra) of 
Nepalese calendar.   
Figure 6 below shows the participation and celebration of the local community 
during Gai-jatra festival.   
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Figure 6:Gai-jatra celebration (Photo Credit: Specialized Tour) 
 
Although the pond is not listed on the World Heritage list, it is one of the most 
famous and popular landmarks of the Kathmandu Valley. The 2015 earthquake 
damaged this site (see Figure 7 below), and the Department of Archeology gave 
authority to the Kathmandu Metropolis Office to undertake the reconstruction. To 
date, there has been no significant progress in its reconstruction as local governing 
bodies, including the metropolis office, have not secured full authority to proceed 
because of the long postponed local election.   
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Figure 7:Rani-Pokhari after earthquake and now (Photo Credit: The Kathmandu Post) 
 
When local elections were held in Nepal after almost twenty years in 2017 and 
public representatives took their offices in local governing bodies including 
Kathmandu Metropolis, the reconstruction process of heritage sites like ‘Rani-
Pokhari’ were intensified because of public concern and continuous pressure upon 
the elected representatives by the local community. As a result, Kathmandu 
Metropolis resumed the construction process of ‘Rani-Pokhari’ with the approval of 
the Department of Archaeology in November 2017. However, various heritage 
conservationists and local community members padlocked the re-construction site on 
26 December 2017 in protest against a decision on the part of Katmandu Metropolis 
to build a ten-foot tall boundary wall on the south-eastern side of the historic pond 
using concrete. They also barred nearly forty reconstruction workers employed by 
the Metropolis from entering into the reconstruction site. They referred government 
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authorities to the ‘Ancient Monument Preservation Act’ (1956) which clearly says 
any heritage site, archaeological and historical building which is over the age of 100 
years must be preserved in its original form and structure.  
Following this protest and obstruction of the reconstruction site by local community 
members and heritage conservationists, an official meeting was held on 28th 
December of 2017, which included the Mayor of Kathmandu Metropolis, the 
Secretary of Nepal Reconstruction Authority, the Director General of Department of 
Archaeology and heritage and archaeological specialists. The outcome was a decision 
to stop the reconstruction process. That meeting agreed to form a specialist 
committee to suggest how the reconstruction process of the historic pond should be 
carried out. Consequently, under the leadership of the former Director General of the 
Department of Archaeology, Mr. Vishnu Raj Karki, an eleven-member committee of 
archaeological and heritage specialists was formed. The committee was given a 15-
day deadline to submit its suggestions and recommendations report (Kantipur Daily, 
28 December 2017). 
In a public hearing held on18th January 2018, this committee emphasized that the 
reconstruction should be under the supervision of heritage and archaeological 
experts. The committee members also highlighted the key suggestions and 
recommendations in their report, which included: 
• The original structure and cultural, historic and archaeological sensitivity 
should be preserved. 
• Reconstruction material should be of a standard in line with its original 
construction. 
• The eastern and southern part of the pond should be protected 
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• The water level below the surface of the pond should be preserved. 
• Water pumping through borewells and tubewells should be prohibited at 
least within the radius of 1000 meters of the pond. 
• The archaeological and historical environment should be maintained. 
• Historic temples made in the four corners of the pond should be preserved 
and retained inside the compound of the pond. 
• The connecting bridge to the ‘Bal-Gopaleshwor Temple’ (Temple located in 
the centre of the historic pond) should also be reconstructed according to its 
previous archaeological design. 
• Artificial paint should be removed from the Elephant riding statues of King 
Pratap Malla and his sons. This statue should be preserved it in its original 
form. 
• There should be easy access for the public to the pond and temples built 
inside its compound (Annapurna Post 18 January 2018).  
Even after the specialist committee submitted its report to the Mayor of Kathmandu 
Metropolis on the 21st January 2018, with above mentioned suggestions and 
recommendations, the Department of Archaeology (DoA) refused to rebuild the 
archaeological site in its original (1670 design) form and structure. The committee 
revealed in its investigation that the ‘Bal-Gopaleshwor Temple’ was originally made 
in a different design (Granthakuta Design) than the existing one when it was 
originally built in 1670 AD. The temple got its present design (before 2015 
earthquake) because of various reconstructions and modifications in the aftermath of 
the previous earthquakes (notably in 1833, 1916 and 1933 AD). Later, after the 
submission of the report, committee members stated different opinions about the 
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period of history the reconstructed design should be modelled on: its original 
(Granthakuta) design or later modified versions (OnlineKhabar, 22 January 2018).  
Figure 8 below, is believed to be the only available picture of Rani-Pokhari in its 
original 1670 form whereas Figure 9, illustrates Rani-Pokhari before 1933 
earthquake. Because of various earthquakes, mainly those in 1833, 1916 and 1933, 
this monument was reconstructed time and again.  The current (pre- 2015 
earthquake) architectural design and structure was reconstructed after the 1933 
earthquake.   
Figure 8: Rani-Pokhari built in 1670 AD.  (Photo Credit: Prince Waldemar) 
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Figure 9: Rani-Pokhari before 1933 earthquake (Photo Credit: Old Nepal / Pinterest) 
 
Moreover, three members of the committee who represented the Department of 
Archaeology, including the coordinator and former Director General Mr. Vishnu Raj 
Karki, Spokesperson Mr. Ram Bahadur Kunwar and Mr. Sampat Ghimire declined to 
sign the final report, which was submitted to the Mayor of Kathmandu Metropolis 
21st January 2018. Currently, the Department of Archaeology has taken responsibility 
for reconstructing the temple and Kathmandu Metropolis has been given the 
authority to reconstruct the pond and its inner and outer premises. Yet, how the 
construction process will continue further is still undecided, as the recommendation 
committee could not submit a unanimous recommendation. The Department of 
Archaeology later admitted that it does not have the original 1670 design and it is not 
possible to reconstruct the temple based on the only available historical sketch 
because the resolution of information about its foundation and actual architectural 
design is not visible (Kantipur Daily, 22 January 2018). 
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The reconstruction of Rani-Pokhari and the debate regarding the role of heritage 
management authorities and the reconstruction procedure was not limited to the 
heritage management authorities, local communities, heritage experts and 
conservationists. Rather, professionals from various other fields and the broader 
general public were also highly concerned as Rani-Pokhari was a remarkable 
landmark of the Kathmandu Valley and is situated in the heart of the city. Because of 
this massive concern by the people, Advocate Deepak Mishra registered a writ at the 
Supreme Court of Nepal seeking to halt to the reconstruction process saying that the 
use of modern reconstruction materials is damaging the authenticity and originality 
of the historic site. In response of the writ, on 21st of January 2018, the Supreme 
Court of Nepal issued an order in the name of the Government of Nepal asking to 
present the report regarding the progress of the reconstruction process of Rani-
Pokhari (RSS, 22 January 2018). 
The Supreme Court comprised the judicial bench of two judges including the Chief 
Justice himself, which shows the sensitivity of the case. The judicial panel were 
asked to submit a monthly progress report and said that there was no need for the 
interim stay order as the Department of Archaeology dispatched a letter to the court 
saying that the construction process was underway based on the previous design 
(before 2015 earthquake). However, in doing so the Department of Archaeology had 
annulled the recommendations of the expert committee which suggested 
reconstructing Rani-Pokhari in its original (1670s) design and officially decided to 
reconstruct it based on the design before the earthquake. The Director General of the 
Department of Archaeology insisted that Rani-Pokhari to be reconstructed according 
to its design before the earthquake (Gumbaja Design) not like its original (1670) 
Granthakuta design. He further emphasizes that the contractor will complete the 
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reconstruction of BalGopaleshwor Temple soon and Kathmandu Metropolis will 
continue other remaining reconstruction work based on the drawings and design 
provided by the Department of Archaeology (OnlineKhabar, 09 March 2018).   
The contestation among the various heritage stakeholders further deepened when 
local community members and heritage conservationists filed a criminal case in 
Kathmandu Metropolitan Police Station against the officials of Department of 
Archaeology, Kathmandu Metropolitan and the contractors involved in the 
reconstruction process, claiming that these officials and contractors violated heritage 
law and destroyed historical and archaeological property worth millions. In the 
criminal case filed on 4th March 2018, local community members and heritage 
conservationists demanded penal offence proceedings, affirming that the 
fundamental right to preserve and promote language, script, culture, civilization and 
heritage (as stated in the Nepalese Constitution 2015) had been violated by those 
officials and contractors during Rani-Pokhari reconstruction process. 
The locals and conservationist highlighted that The Constitution of Nepal in Section 
32 clearly states language and cultural rights as a fundamental right where Sub-
section 3 further emphasizes that “every Nepalese Community possesses the right to 
preserve their language, script, culture, civilization and heritage” (The Constitution 
of Nepal 2015 p.20). The preservation and promotion of these social, cultural and 
historic properties are anticipated to create social harmony and brotherhood in 
society, reflecting the unity in existing cultural diversities. The complaint pointed out 
that not only were the fundamental cultural rights acknowledged in the constitution 
violated, the reconstruction process also violated the Ancient Monuments 
Preservation Act 1956, where Section 12 ensures, 
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             One who destroys, demolishes, defaces, steals or removes or alters 
unauthorizedly or causes harm to the archaeological object by any 
other means, having realized on amount equal to the claimed 
amount of such archaeological objects shall be punished with a fine 
a five thousand rupees to one hundred thousand rupees or with an 
imprisonment up to five years or both (Ancient Monuments 
Preservation Act 1956 p. 12).   
The Kathmandu Metropolitan Police Office initially refused to file the case which 
was later agreed to be filed after the meeting between heritage conservationists, local 
community members, the Head of the Kathmandu Metropolitan Police Office SSP 
Mr. Bishwa Raj Pokharel and Deputy Head DSP Mr. Mohan Thapa. The local 
community members and heritage conservationist were angered by the role of the 
Department of Archaeology and pointed out that despite its assigned role of being the 
accountable and responsible national authority to protect and preserve heritage and 
archaeology the Department of Archaeology assisted in the crime of destruction of 
the Rani-Pokhari Heritage Site rather than preserving and protecting it (Kantipur 
Daily, 05 March 2018). This case represents not only the contestation among 
different stakeholders of heritage management; it also shows how this contestation 
has been one of the key reasons behind existing ineffective heritage preservation and 
management policy in Nepal. 
3.3. Constructing the Research: An Introduction to the Research 
Methods 
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3.3.1. The Interview Schedule 
The primary data for this research is collected through semi-structural interviews 
with a range of participants. These participants include local community members 
from both case study sites Boudhanath Stupa and Rani-Pokhari and Nepalese 
heritage officials working in both government and non-government organizations. 
The following sections will describe the research methodology and outline its 
rationale. 
One of the key features of the semi-structured interview of utility to this project is 
that the researcher is encouraged and allowed to develop and use an interview guide 
where he can primarily arrange the list of questions and topics while also allowing 
room for related conversations to emerge. This semi-structured approach is also 
helpful in avoiding any lack of clarity between the interviewer and interviewee as the 
interviews will largely be guided by a set of pre-structured questions. Emphasizing 
the potentiality and flexibility of this methodology in social science research, Anne 
Galletta argues, “the semi-structured interview is characteristic of its unique 
flexibility that is sufficiently structured to address the specific dimensions of the 
research questions while also leaving space for study participants to offer new 
meanings to the topic of study” (Galletta 2013 p.1).  
The semi-structured interview is a suitable and applicable research methodology for 
this research because of its informal and dynamic character. The specific interview 
questions used in the course of the fieldwork were designed to cover a diversity of 
perspectives emerging from respondents. These questions were broadly focused on 
contemporary policies related to heritage management, recommendations, 
suggestions and expectations for the potential change and enhancement on Nepalese 
heritage management. For example, community members were asked whether the 
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current policy on heritage management is strengthening the affinity between the local 
communities and their heritage (or not). They were also asked if current policy is 
inclusive of the perspectives and voices of the local communities. Furthermore, they 
were asked if current policy works well or if there are areas to be rectified so as to 
strengthen the affiliation between local heritage and communities.  
Similarly, this research is also intended to find out the perspective of heritage 
management authorities regarding existing policy on heritage management. As such, 
a set of questions was developed that would explore opinions and observations on the 
contemporary practices of heritage management in Nepal, along with eliciting 
observations about the strengths and weaknesses of current heritage management 
policy. The relation among the different stakeholders involved in heritage 
management and preservation were also analyzed. There are ongoing heritage 
debates within broader heritage literature such as centralized policy vs decentralized 
grassroots management that emphasizes community participation in management 
processes which will be the major focal area of this research. 
In light of contested nature of the heritage management at these (Boudhanath Stupa 
and Rani-Pokhari) sites, and the varying roles played by community members in 
these contestations, this research posed a number of questions to two key stakeholder 
groups: professional and community groups.   
The first group, heritage professionals, were asked the following questions: 
 How do you define heritage and why it is important to Nepalese communities 
especially after the earthquake? 
 Who are the key stakeholders in the heritage management process in Nepal? 
 What role do each of these stakeholder groups play? 
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 How do they relate to, or work with each other? Are these always effective 
relationships? 
 What is the present condition of Nepalese heritage especially after the 
earthquake of 2015? 
 What are the roles of key stakeholders in the reconstruction of ‘Rani-Pokhari’ 
/ ‘Boudhanath Stupa’? 
 Is there complete consensus and agreement amongst the key stakeholders 
during the reconstruction process of these heritage sites? If not what are the 
areas of disagreement? 
 If there is any disagreement amongst the key stakeholders how it is being 
solved and addressed? 
 Is the current heritage management policy in Nepal supported or hindered 
reconstructing ‘Rani-Pokhari’ and ‘Boudhanath Stupa’?  
 What are the strengths of the current heritage management policy, especially 
in the way it is applied in practice? 
 What are some of the key weakness? How, in your opinion might these be 
addressed? 
 What do you think are the existing complications in the preservation and 
management of heritage in Nepal? 
 Who are the key players involved in heritage policy formation in Nepal? 
 Who are the key groups affected by heritage policy in Nepal? 
 Does community consultation take place as part of the 
management/conservation process? If so, what are the procedures for 
community consultation?” 
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 Do you have any suggestions or recommendations for improving the existing 
heritage management policy in Nepal? 
Similarly, the second group, comprised of community members, were asked the 
following set of questions: 
• Why is the past important for you? 
• What it is about your past that you consider important? 
• How do you protect the parts of the past that are important to you and your 
community? 
• Do you know how heritage in Nepal has been managed? 
• What are the organizations you know which are working in heritage sector in 
Nepal? How effective do you think they’ve been at this? 
• What is the role and importance of ‘Rani-Pokhari’ / Boudhanath Stupa’ in 
your community? 
• Do you have any personal association with ‘Boudhanath Stupa’ / ‘Rani-
Pokhari’? 
• What was the condition of ‘Boudhanath Stupa’ / ‘Rani-Pokhari’ after the 
earthquake and what is the present condition? 
• How have the local community members participated in the reconstruction 
process of ‘Boudhanath Stupa’ / ‘Rani-Pokhari’? 
• In your opinion, has the reconstruction process of ‘Boudhanath Stupa’ / 
‘Rani-Pokhari’ been undertaken appropriately? Are there things you think 
should have been done differently? 
• Do you think the reconstruction process is effective and why? 
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• Do you have any suggestions and recommendations regarding the 
reconstruction and management of heritage in Nepal after the earthquake? 
Additionally, as the proposed interviews are semi-structured in nature, the researcher 
is able to ask additional formal and informal questions when the answers of the 
participants needed clarification. 
3.3.2. Participant Recruitment 
The researcher’s personal, academic and social networks were used for the purpose 
of participant recruitment. Key people working in government and NGOs in the area 
of heritage management in Nepal were identified through these networks, as well as 
via online searches and policy document searches. An initial approach was made to 
those identified through a 'Letter of Approach' emailed to participants or via a direct 
phone call, depending on the degree of familiarity with the participants. The 
participants were also informed that their participation in this project was entirely 
voluntary and that they may withdraw from it any time. The email and phone call 
sought their interest in the project and their willingness to participate, and also 
contained a project outline.  
Given the project’s overarching research questions, two key stakeholder groups were 
envisaged as being core to this project: (1) heritage professionals, comprised of 
government and non-government authorities; and (2) local communities. As this 
research explores community engagement in heritage management, the relationship 
between these stakeholders was an important consideration. Both stakeholders are 
distinctive in nature because government and non-government authorities make and 
implement heritage policy, whereas communities are often living with such policies. 
Given this, the two groups were asked slightly different sets of interview questions. 
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The former group has an online presence made available via organizational websites 
(which display professional email addresses). This enabled an approach that could be 
conducted first via email. This line of approach was not possible for the second 
group (community members).  
20 participants were interviewed, comprised of a sample of 5 government officials, 5 
NGO officials and 5 community members of both community groups (n=10). The 
project was limited to 20 in-depth semi-structured interviews as it was anticipated 
that such a number would likely yield an appropriate quality of nuanced and detailed 
data.  The process of recruitment of the interviewees included the introduction of the 
research project, and its contextual importance to the contemporary issues on 
heritage to the participants. The project 'Consent Form' and 'Information Sheet' were 
prepared in both English and Nepali languages and were distributed to participants at 
the outset of the interview. The language used throughout the interview process was 
determined by the interviewee - either English or Nepali, depending on their own 
preference. The semi-structured questions prompts designed to motivate participants 
to share their personal associations and experiences with heritage and to discover 
each participant’s perspective on existing heritage policy in Nepal and their 
suggestions, expectations and recommendations. In the recruitment of the 
participants, especially community members, the researcher did his best to ensure the 
sample was inclusive and representative of the full varieties of ethnicities, castes, 
genders, occupations and religions affiliated with the case study sites, where 
possible.  Based on the data collected from these semi-structured interviews what 
follows next is data analysis section.  
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Chapter 4 
 DATA AND ANALYSIS 
While the heritage management process can appear relatively straightforward on 
paper, in reality it is a complex process of negotiation involving multiple 
stakeholders and interest groups. This is because of the differences in the needs, 
values, and priorities of these multiple stakeholders. 
In order to evaluate the heritage management process in Nepal, I undertook a series 
of semi-structured interviews with heritage professionals working in both 
government and non-government authorities and organizations, as well as with 
members of two local community groups – Rani-Pokhari and Boudhanath Stupa.  
4.1. Interviews with Heritage Officials and Community Members 
This section explores the perspectives of the three major stakeholder groups included 
in this research (government authorities, non-government bodies, and local 
communities) towards existing Nepalese heritage management in relation to my two 
case study sites – Rani-Pokhari and Boudhanath Stupa. There are both similarities 
and differences in the understanding/interpretation of Nepalese heritage amongst 
these participants. Despite the variety of issues covered during the semi-structured 
interviews, participants were predominantly concerned with Nepalese heritage in 
relation to three key themes: ‘unity and diversity', ‘power and responsibility' and 
‘authenticity’. In what follows, the interview data is scrutinized in terms of these 
three thematic areas. 
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4.1.1. Unity and Diversity   
Of the ten participants that I interviewed from some management institutions within 
the Nepalese heritage field (five from government authorities and five from non-
government organizations), all defined heritage as something that represents the 
collective identity of the Nepalese people, drawing from elements of the past created 
during different historical periods according to their needs, necessities, and interests. 
They further emphasized that because Nepalese heritage is seen to represent 
collective identity, it plays a very important role and thus has significant status in 
contemporary society.  
This understanding was captured by Interviewee 3, who argued that:                                                                                                          
Heritage can be defined as our common identity which includes: culture, history, 
religion, literature, customs or our lifestyle as a whole because of which we are 
known to the rest of the world. Among these, the cultural heritage is our invaluable 
assets created by our ancestors. Transferring these heritages to our future generation 
is a tough and challenging responsibility to us. I see the role of Nepalese heritage 
very important in Nepalese community and society because it is deeply rooted in 
our identity.  
(Interviewee 32, Date of Interview: 16th April 2018) 
This understanding of heritage is similar to that operating in a number of other 
national contexts. Not only that, but it is also clearly draws on discourses operating at 
the international level, as we can see through the way multinational and international 
organizations like UNESCO and ICOMOS define heritage. Another notable feature 
of this approach to heritage is that heritage is something looked at from the outside-
in. ‘Knowing oneself' in relation ‘to rest of the world' because of certain specific 
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characters and qualities suggests the strong influence of a ‘development mindset’ 
where heritage is commodified for national/international consumption. Furthermore, 
this interviewee reflects his static understanding of culture – something with 
boundaries that can come to ‘stand for’ a group of people. Culture is a dynamic 
process, and if it is understood as static it is easier to justify applying protectionist 
conservation practices on it, because there is an inherent understanding that it 
belongs to ‘the past’ and should be protected from change in any way.  
What became immediately clear in my interviews with those involved in an official 
capacity with the heritage management process in Nepal is that heritage is 
understood as being composed of both tangible and intangible elements. Both are 
prioritized. The foregrounding of both tangible and intangible heritage, 
simultaneously, is evidenced by the following interview extracts: 
The tangible and intangible properties human created during their life based on their 
necessity and attachment can be known as heritage. Where intangible heritage is 
attached with and created in the background of tangible ones. Multi-cultural 
characteristics of Nepalese society which our constitution also acknowledges shows 
the timeless importance of heritage in our society. 
(Interviewee 63, Date of Interview: 16th April 2018) 
As this interviewee emphasizes, Nepalese intangible heritage is somewhat of 
secondary importance to tangible betrayed by the fact that intangible heritage is said 
to rely on tangible for its existence. If there was truly a fulsome appreciation of 
intangible heritage, the consultation with community members would involve a full-
scale preliminary research into local conservation philosophies before government 
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recommendations were made/enacted because conservation philosophies are 
themselves an intangible form of heritage.  
Similarly, another official quotes Nepalese heritage policy to define heritage. She 
argues: 
Our Ancient Monument Preservation Act (1956), classifies our heritage as tangible 
and intangible characters. Tangible heritage as defined by the Act is the historical, 
cultural and religious buildings and monuments which are older than 100 years, 
whereas intangible heritage is existing customs, traditions and values which are 
closely related with tangible heritage. The importance of our heritage is always there 
and will be there because they are our actual collective treasures which represent 
our national identity. 
(Interviewee 114, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
Defining heritage using the national/international policy-making language, this 
official engages in the discourses of multi-national heritage institution like UNESCO 
in order to substantiate her position. One could argue that this fails to evaluate how 
well such international policy ‘works’ in the Nepalese context, and what the specific 
heritage management needs are in Nepal. This emphasis is more on heritage in a role 
of national scale ‘unity’ rather than the profound cultural diversity that exists in the 
country. Moreover, multi-cultural characteristics and ‘unity among diversity’ in 
Nepalese society is regularly highlighted, yet, the problematic nature of this unity in 
cultural diversity has been visible in recent years. After dethroning the monarchy in 
2008, following a twelve years long civil war, it took eight years and two 
‘Constituent Assembly’ elections (2008 and 2013) for the promulgation of a new 
Constitution. At least part of the reason the Constitution took so long to write is 
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because Nepalese society has so much cultural diversity to incorporate into its rights 
and political protections. The degree to which the new Constitution has been 
successful, and thus the cultural heritage of different ethnic groups protected and 
recognized, has become a point of contention. The protest in Terai region after the 
promulgation of the Constitution in September 2015, and ‘Madheshi’, a 
constitutional member, refusing to sign the new constitution are both illustrations of 
such contention. The concept and understanding of ‘one-nation’ heritage, as 
Interviewee 6 puts, is not necessarily the way that all communities feel about their 
cultural affiliations. 
The narrative of unity that is communicated strongly by government officials likely 
arises as a result of Nepal’s history. It is the only country in the whole of South Asia 
that has never been colonized by a foreign nation. This fact is repeatedly highlighted 
and glorified in its national history. Nepal, currently a republic nation, has borne six 
autocratic dynasties [Gopal: 1400 to 700 BC, Mahishpal: 700 to 600 BC, Kirat: 800 
BCE to 300 CE, Licchavi: 400 to 750 CE, Malla: 10th to 18th Century AD and Shah: 
1768 to 2008 AD] (Thapa 1951). The architectural designs, buildings, and 
monuments constructed during the regimes of these dynasties are designated 
important heritage in Nepalese society. Among the various historical constructions, 
three Durbar Squares (Hanuman Dhoka, Patan and Bhaktapur), which comprise both 
buildings and monuments, are listed in UNESCO’s World Heritage List as cultural 
heritage where UNESCO does not mention anything about ‘unity’ (UNESCO 2018). 
These heritage buildings and monuments within the Kathmandu Valley are evidence 
that unity is a strong ‘enforced’ narrative in Nepalese history where government 
discourses impose this perception– the official motto of the Kathmandu Metropolitan 
Office reads “My Legacy, My Pride, My Kathmandu”.  
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The idea of diversity is equally observable in Nepal’s history. With a population of 
about 30 million, Nepal is a culturally diverse nation. As mentioned above, there are 
an estimated 123 spoken languages and 125 ethnic groups. Though heritage officials 
emphasized in interviews that Nepalese heritage serves as a uniting factor amongst 
the existing cultural diversity this is not always the case in practice. National 
statistics show that 81.3% of the total Nepalese population are Hindus followed by 
9.0% Buddhists, 4.4% Islam, 3.1% Kirat and 3.3% others (CBS 2011), the majority 
of UNESCO-listed monuments hold significance for Hindus and Buddhists only. 
Five heritage sites – Pashupatinath, Boudhanath, Swayambhunath, Changu Narayan, 
and Lumbini – among the ten heritage sites listed on UNESCO’s World Heritage 
List, are religious sites, with Pashupatinath and Changu Narayan being Hindu 
religious sites and Boudhanath, Swayambhunath and Lumbini being Buddhist 
religious sites (UNESCO World Heritage Center 2018). Religious buildings and 
monuments thus play a more prominent role in the Nepalese context than they do in 
other contexts like that of Australia, the United Kingdom or the United States when 
we look at the list of world heritage sites of those countries. Here, it is clearly visible 
that existing Nepalese heritage is not inclusive of all existing cultures and population. 
For the 10.8% of the existing population (Islam, Kirat, and Others) there is not any 
uniting element in this Hindu-Buddhist dominated national heritage which is 
supposed to symbolize unity in diversity. In addition, language group and ethnicity 
also guide peoples’ attachments to certain heritage places. The majority of UNESCO 
listed monuments (with the exception of Lumbini) are in urban areas, which 
overlooks the values of rural cultural heritage that make up by vast majority of the 
population of Nepal. 
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The idea of a collective Nepalese identity as highlighted by government officials was 
also emphasized by non-government officials. The so-called ‘inclusive’ nature of 
Nepalese heritage, despite ethnic, cultural and religious variation, and its 
representation as a cornerstone of national identity, are a notable feature of their 
discourse. However, there remain questions about how far they are successful in this 
endeavor.  As they argued:    
Heritage is a national symbol and identity. Nepalese heritage has always importance 
because of their cultural, social, religious and economic value. Our heritage 
represents unity among the diversity of our society. 
(Interviewee 225, Date of Interview: 20th April 2018)  
Heritage is collective human properties and identities of certain social or cultural 
groups, and Nepalese heritage represents these characters.  
(Interviewee 236, Date of Interview: 20th April 2018) 
The economic value of Nepalese heritage along with other values as Interviewee 22 
highlights, indicates the commodification of Nepalese heritage. The economic gain 
through the mass tourism is involving everyone directly or indirectly in some way 
because the (economic) changes are so massive and visible. Here, heritage has a 
unifying effect even if (for many ethnic groups) it involves an unacknowledged loss 
of cultural freedom. A narrative of unity is a positive spin on some dramatic (and 
unequal) economic changes in the country, and provides a convenient deflection 
from other loss of freedoms. 
It is interesting here to analyze why there is almost a unilineal fascination towards 
Nepalese heritage symbolizing unity in cultural diversity amongst government 
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interviewees. Historically, Nepal was a Hindu Kingdom ruled by the Shah dynasty 
for about 240 years. At that time, there was a monistic central government despite 
geographical and cultural variation within the national boundaries. Emphasizing 
unity among diversity, the monarchy legitimized and prolonged its political control. 
Despite such aims, a nation-wide civil-war started in 1995 aiming to dethrone the 
monarchy and to lead the nation into federal governing structures. The unitary 
governing system and the lack of proportionate representation of the existing cultural 
population within governing bodies was the main reason for the outbreak of the civil 
war (Hutt 2004). Attributing existing Nepalese heritage as a symbol of unity in 
cultural diversity in the present context can be considered a politically, socially and 
culturally constructed mindset which is a discourse legacy of an already abolished 
monarchy, intended to prolong the political/social grip of the extant upper-caste rule.  
The 2015 earthquakes brought a series of realizations about the value and importance 
of Nepalese heritage to the Nepalese people, because there was an immediate and 
increased impetus among people to preserve their threatened heritage. One heritage 
official observes:  
Heritage is our cultural, social, historical and religious properties. Our heritage is 
always important to us because of their uniqueness and representation of our 
identity. As 2015 earthquake has affected most of our tangible heritage sites, people 
now have become more aware that we should preserve our heritage from damage 
and destruction otherwise there will be a loss of our identity and national properties. 
 (Interviewee 107, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
Despite of this increased community awareness, existing policy is unable to 
encompass these communities in the management process which is certainly a major 
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drawback not only for this ‘unity and diversity’ framework but also for the existing 
heritage management process. However, acknowledging that there is no room for the 
communities to be involved in decision-making currently, does not mean they should 
just be removed formally from the process. Some officials also feel that because of 
the lack of timely renovation and restoration of Nepalese heritage sites, we have to 
face huge destruction and loss in 2015 earthquake. One of the officials argues:  
I think there must be a renovation and restoration work time and again. Which keeps 
these heritage sites stronger and we may not have to face this massive loss during a 
natural disaster like the 2015 earthquake. For instance, Patan Bhimsen Mandir was 
renovated just before the earthquake which is not affected at all even after the 
earthquake. 
(Interviewee 22, Date of Interview: 20th April 2018) 
There were some disaster risk assessments in Nepal before the 2015 earthquake, 
notably ‘National Strategy for Disaster Risk Management in Nepal' (2008) and 
‘Nepal Hazard Risk Assessment' (2011). These assessments where multiple 
organizations such as the Government of Nepal, World Bank, United Nations 
Development Program and European Union were involved, which were primarily 
focused on sustainable development, building a disaster resilient nation. Even though 
heritage was not included in this assessment, recommendations and the 
implementation of that assessment became questionable when Nepalese 
infrastructures along with heritage sites/monuments were massively destroyed in 
2015 quake. 
Besides these stress on collective identity and economic value, here in the Nepalese 
context, the earthquake damage more generally is being used to create a discourse 
that links heritage protection with disaster. Furthermore, it is pushing the idea that 
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heritage is static and tangible, and conservation should seek to support that static 
materiality. Whilst intangible heritage is acknowledged as equally important, in 
reality disaster discourses reinforce a Eurocentric obsession with tangibility (Gibas 
2013).  
Now, I will explore whether community members from each of the case study sites 
(Boudhanath Stupa and Rani-Pokhari) interpret a similar importance for narratives 
of political unity that has been otherwise highlighted by these heritage officials, or 
whether a greater complexity prevails in diverse cultural expressions of heritage and 
its management.  
For the community members from Rani-Pokhari, Nepalese heritage is not something 
which represents unity among diversity. Rather, they feel more attached to the past 
properties which are connected to their daily lives. As one of the community 
members argues:  
I think we are more connected to our cultural and religious past because these things 
are closely connected to our day-to-day life but not because they have more 
importance than historical and other past.  
(Interviewee 178, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018) 
This community member draws attention to the fact that heritage is always local, 
personal and unique. He is speaking from his experience, not drawing on the 
language of policy as heritage professionals previously did. In all interviews it was 
apparent that community members did not seek broader national importance or 
justification for the values of heritage which are a part of their daily lives. They seek 
to engage with their heritage for personal fulfillment, rather than convince others of 
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its importance in order to gain profit from it. Furthermore, existing heritage in a 
particular community does not hold equal significance and a unifying element to all 
community members. For instance, another community member from Rani-Pokhari 
asserts:   
I am a migrant to this community where I am living right now, so I do not have that 
deep attachment to the heritage in this community, however, I participate to the 
cultural festivals related to my culture and identity.   
(Interviewee 159, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018) 
Even in this one particular community, members do not necessarily develop similar 
kinds of attachment to local heritage, provoking the question: how can heritage serve 
‘unity among diversity' at the national scale as emphasized by the heritage 
professionals? Moreover, these community members also have different perceptions 
of the value and importance of their local heritage. As they state:    
I think historical heritage is more important to us, although, cultural and religious 
heritage is also important. 
(Interviewee 1310, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018) 
Religious, cultural and historical past have relative value and importance, however, 
I think, our historical past has comparatively more important amongst them. 
(Interviewee 1411, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018) 
At this point, Nepalese heritage signifying ‘unity amongst diversity’ is nothing more 
than a ‘projection’ or a ‘discourse’ by heritage management authorities. As discussed 
earlier in the introductory section (Chapter 1) this discourse is ‘constituted and 
constructed’ (Wu and Hou 2015), to rule and control over a majority of the people by 
the minority. The Shah Dynasty which ruled Nepal around two and a half centuries 
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where power positions were always occupied by so-called high caste people 
(Kshetri/Brahmin) [Hutt 2004], in a country with 125 ethnic variants (CBS 2011). 
Until now, in the key Nepalese legislative body – Federal Government of Nepal, 12 
out of 22 Ministers are from Kshetri/Brahmin caste group including the Prime-
Minister and the President of Nepal.   
The Kshetri/Brahmin caste has dominated Nepalese political power structures 
affecting not only the types of heritage that are seen as important, but also the 
Nepalese heritage narrative that come to the fore. For instance, out of the eight 
monumental sites listed on World Heritage List of UNESCO, three monumental sites 
(Kathmandu, Bhaktapur and Patan Durbar Squares) were built by Kshetriya Kings 
(Shah and Malla dynasty), two are Hindu religious sites (Pasupatinath and 
Changunarayan) [Brahmin/Kshetri are native Hindus] and other three 
(Swayambhunath, Boudhanath and Lumbini) are Buddhist religious sites – another 
dominant religion (9.0%) after Hinduism (81.3%) in Nepal (CBS 2011).  
Unlike the community members from Rani-Pokhari, interviewed participants from 
Boudhanath Stupa see communal unity in their local heritage. However, it is not 
similar to the national heritage narrative as emphasized previously by heritage 
professionals. As they informed: 
We always have unity among community members in the preservation of local 
cultural heritage. We have the local organization such as Tole Sudhar Sammittee for 
that purpose. 
(Interviewee 1912, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018)  
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However, here, we cannot be assured that local organizations such as Tole Sudhar 
Sammittee are apolitical in nature. Furthermore, formation processes and 
representation criteria in such an organization determine which 
political/social/caste/class interests it serves.  Boudhanath area is a Buddhist majority 
residential zone which might contribute to a community united for the preservation 
of their religious heritage. However, it might not be the same case in other parts of 
the country or even within the Kathmandu Valley. For instance, the demographic 
composition of Kathmandu Valley consists of Newars, Brahmins, Kshitriyas, 
indigenous/ethnic groups (Tamang, Sherpa, Kirat, Gurung and Magar) and Madhesi 
(CBS 2011) considering the fact that how Nepalese political structure has been 
dominated by certain (Kshitri/Brahmin) caste groups.  
One of the interesting revelations, after going through these series of interviews with 
community members of Rani-Pokhari and Boudhanath Stupa is that it is not the 
unifying discourse of Nepalese heritage rather the interconnection between 
community members and heritage sites which was instrumental for their spontaneous 
participation in one of the site’s reconstruction. For instance, between these two sites, 
Rani-Pokhari represents a heritage site with a dwindling connection to communities 
over time. This lessened connection has decreased the ‘stake’ or ‘investment’ the 
community has in/for the site.      
Having explored how heritage officials and community members define Nepalese 
heritage and relating those definitions to the social and historical contexts, I will now 
examine how Nepalese heritage is structured in terms of power and responsibility.  
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4.1.2. Power and Responsibility  
In response to the question regarding current key stakeholders involved in Nepalese 
heritage management processes, all heritage officials included in this research 
pointed out three key stakeholders in the present context, namely: government 
authorities, non-government organizations, and local communities. One of the 
officials from the Department of Archaeology pointed out: 
There are three main stakeholders in our heritage management process – 
government bodies, non-government organizations, and local communities. 
Department of Archaeology, Ministry of Culture, Guthi Sansthan and territorial 
Development Trusts like Lumbini, Pashupati, and Boudha are some of the main 
government bodies whereas Nepal Heritage Society, Kathmandu Valley 
Preservation Trust (KVPT), and UNESCO are some of the non-government 
organizations working in Nepalese heritage sector. 
(Interviewee 1213, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
Even though these three stakeholder groups play a key role in heritage management 
in Nepal, this statement overlooks the other organizations and bodies, such as other 
national governments, which are currently working within Nepalese heritage 
management. Little acknowledgement is given to the roles of these non-Nepalese 
powers over Nepalese heritage.  Government heritage officials do not readily accept 
these bodies as major stakeholders; rather, for them, these other national 
governments are cautiously welcomed by the Government of Nepal because of the 
contextual need and necessity.  Government officials are cautious enough not to 
admit Nepalese heritage is actually managed with strong external influences. This 
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denial obscures the complexity of power structures over contemporary heritage 
management.  As one of the officials explains: 
Currently, there is multi-lateral involvement of different organizations in heritage 
reconstruction process. Mainly Government organizations, Non-government 
organizations, and local communities are the main stakeholders in the process. 
Because of the massive destruction, Government of Nepal has welcomed all 
interested parties in the reconstruction process and currently, there is also the direct 
involvement of foreign national governments in the reconstruction of some of the 
damaged heritage sites. Those include American, Swiss, Japanese, Indian and Sri-
Lankan governments. 
(Interviewee 514, Date of Interview: 16th April 2018) 
There is not any official documentation/record that how much money these other 
national governments have given for Nepalese heritage reconstruction as heritage 
officials express their unknowingness emphasizing it as inter-government 
negotiation. One of the notable thing here is that, though little acknowledged by 
government representatives in interviews, money from other national government is 
not ‘free’ in the sense that it will come with conditions and political expectations 
about how it will be used which includes guidelines about how reconstruction or 
management should take place.   
Moreover, the government and non-government officials that participated in this 
research highlighted in their respective interviews that government bodies mainly 
have supervision and monitoring roles. This supervisory role takes place during the 
renovation, reconstruction and the general management of heritage. Ironically, 
government supervisors look more like onlookers whist others perform the practical 
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decision making and restoration work, but they claim some responsibility when 
things go right, as illustrated by the fact that they consistently highlighted effective 
supervision as a factor in Boudhanath’s timely reconstruction. By contrast, non-
government organizations and a handful of local communities tend to play a more 
direct role in reconstruction and management processes. In some cases, it must be 
stressed, government authorities are also involved in the direct management and 
reconstruction work:  
Government bodies such as the Department of Archaeology and the Ministry of 
Culture are mainly in a coordinative role whereas other stakeholders are directly 
involved in reconstruction work. However, these government bodies are also 
running some reconstruction works by themselves.  
(Interviewee 5, Date of Interview: 16th April 2018) 
Some of the stakeholders are directly involved in heritage preservation which 
includes both Government and Non-government organizations whereas some work 
as a supervising body. Department of Archaeology and UNESCO mainly have a 
supervising role and other organizations such as Kathmandu Valley Preservation 
Trust and local government bodies are involved in direct preservation.   
(Interviewee 815, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
The coordinative role of government heritage authorities is actually vague as there is 
not any concrete criteria about how this coordination takes place. On the other hand, 
whilst the nation already amalgamated into a federal governing system, the main 
heritage governing body – the Department of Archaeology (DoA) – still has a 
centralized structure. The central office is located in the capital of the country 
(Kathmandu) and is responsible for looking after all seven federal states. Even 
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though, the DoA claims to be understaffed, non-government organizations and local 
communities cannot be directly involved in heritage preservation or reconstruction 
work without approval and monitoring from this authority, rendering it often 
inefficient.  
Additionally, current heritage policy visibly favors government authorities, who 
practice almost autonomous power from policy making to supervision, there still 
remains a demand for more power. One of the government official insists:  
Department of Archaeology should be given full authority and autonomous power 
to work in heritage management as we have seen in some of our neighboring 
countries. If we feel something to be done in particular cases we should not have to 
request other government bodies, this will make the process lengthy and ineffective. 
Current example on this issue is that in some of the heritage sites, there are 
unauthorized and illegal private construction but Department of Archaeology does 
not have authority to demolish those constructions, we have to report those things 
to other government bodies and wait for their action. 
(Interviewee 3, Date of Interview: 16th April 2018) 
Even if there is actually a widespread trend towards trying to include community 
groups in better and better ways in heritage management (Waterton and Watson 
2011), officials from the Department of Archaeology think that they should be 
entitled to autonomous power and full authority. While both government and non-
government officials recognize local communities as one of the key stakeholders in 
Nepalese heritage management, these officials nonetheless emphasize that local 
communities, generally, should not play an active role in the management, 
preservation or reconstruction process in the present context. One of the government 
officials of the Department of Archaeology describes the situation thus: 
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Ancient Monuments Preservation Act 1953, Local Autonomous Governing Act 
1971 and recently implemented Constitution of Nepal 2015 have clearly stated the 
criteria of co-relation and coordination among different stakeholders not only in 
heritage management but also in other various development and administrative 
purposes. While talking about heritage, Department of Archaeology and Ministry of 
Culture, Tourism and Civil Aviation and Guthi Sansthan are the bodies for national 
level coordination. Similarly, District Co-ordination Committee, Metropolitan and 
Rural-metropolitan Office, and Ward Offices have given the authority for the local 
level coordination. I cannot claim co-ordination among these national bodies and 
local bodies have been always effective and have produced a good result. For 
instance, one of the main monitoring body Department of Archaeology does not 
have sufficient offices and manpower for the purpose. Limited manpower and one 
central office have responsibility for the supervision and monitoring activities all 
across the nation.   
(Interviewee 12, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
The above quote draws into view an apparent lack of coordination among different 
heritage stakeholders. This is especially evident in the present post-disaster context. 
A limited workforce in the main coordinating/supervision body brings into question 
how these government officials can possibly claim that there is ‘unity amongst 
diversity’ because even at a practical level they cannot even know what sort of 
management is being practiced in other parts of the country than Kathmandu. Here, 
proper coordination between different government bodies is lacking, and is further 
compounded by a lack of coordination among different stakeholders. For instance, at 
‘Rani-Pokhari’ the site is still in an untended condition despite the two government 
authorities – Kathmandu Metropolitan Office and the Department of Archaeology 
being involved in the reconstruction. This lack of coordination among different 
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stakeholders is creating confusion and contention among them, which is delaying the 
reconstruction process. 
Interestingly, both government and non-government officials agreed that sometimes 
they have to face conflict or misunderstanding among participating stakeholders in 
heritage management. In this context, they were also asked how such disputes are 
being addressed and solved. Officials observed: 
That depends on the nature of the disagreement, in some cases meeting and mutual 
agreement may work whereas some disagreements have to address through 
amendment and inclusion in existing policy. 
(Interviewee 8, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
We are solving any kind of disagreement through dialogue and meeting where all 
of the concerned parties take participation and government bodies like the 
Department of Archaeology, Cultural Ministry and Reconstruction Authority play 
a mediatory role. 
(Interviewee 5, Date of Interview: 16th April 2018) 
But resolving disputes and misunderstandings through mutual consent and 
amendment to existing law and policy is not always the case in practice. As I 
discussed earlier (Chapter 3, Case Study 2: Rani-Pokhari) the Department of 
Archaeology was taken to court by the local community for its negligence and 
inability to reconstruct Rani-Pokhari. Additionally, to date, there have been no 
specific instances when the policy has changed because of disagreement between 
stakeholders, particularly to meet community needs. Furthermore, in practice, it is 
not possible that every stakeholder in meetings is equally represented. For instance, 
the community is not allowed a mediatory role like the Department of Archaeology 
and Cultural Ministry. So, ultimately decision-making is guided more strongly at the 
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institutional level as no community members from both case study sites have any 
experience of involvement in such practice.   
Here, especially government officials highlighted that there are provisions and 
mechanisms for the amendment of current heritage management policy so that if 
heritage stakeholders feel any kind of obstacles because of the existing law and 
policy, these can be removed through amendment and inclusion. However, there is 
no such evidence that this practice has ever happened. Practical provision for such 
amendments is unclear raising questions about how achievable policy changes might 
actually be, especially for community groups who might not be familiar with writing 
recommendations for policy. There is no clear process and procedure by which such 
community groups can remove obstacles to the management of their heritage.  
A recent example of this is the Basic Guideline for Reconstruction and Preservation 
of Heritage affected by the Earthquake 2015 (a guideline published by the 
Department of Archaeology) where there is no such evidence that it was an outcome 
of multiple stakeholders' involvement. For instance, this document does not describe 
what community groups could do to alter heritage management policy in the post-
disaster context. However, one of the government officials stressed:  
Department of Archaeology has recently published a Basic Guideline for 
Reconstruction and Preservation of Heritage affected by the Earthquake 2015 
which is prepared considering voices, recommendations, and suggestions from all 
of the parties involved in heritage preservation and management. This serves as a 
post-disaster heritage management strategy which was missing from our previous 
policy.  
(Interviewee 5, Date of Interview: 16th April 2018) 
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This statement refers to the language used in participatory discourses, but it remains 
generalized in the manner in which ‘all parties' were consulted and the methods used 
to navigate the inherent contestations between stakeholder heritage values. Further, it 
is unclear how the guidelines account for all of the diversity in opinions and specific 
approaches for considering all of the voices. Similarly, another government official 
explains the recent amendment in Nepalese heritage law: 
Previously, if any organization interested in heritage reconstruction and 
preservation work, "Pre-qualification" (PQ) certificate was necessary. A recent 
amendment in heritage law has allowed any interested organization for the purpose 
where Government bodies like the Department of Archaeology supervise their 
work. This is helpful especially in the present context where we have to complete 
massive reconstruction of earthquake affected heritage sites and there are limited 
PQ Certified organizations.  
(Interviewee 11, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
This amendment looks encouraging for any interested organization willing to work in 
heritage preservation, especially, for the communities which want to participate 
directly in the management process of their local heritage. But it is not clear whether 
this policy will be in practice after the completion of the current post-disaster 
reconstruction work. Furthermore, currently, there is no such evidence that this 
amendment has changed the dynamics of authority between community groups and 
other stakeholders. Until now there is not any other community initiation which came 
to surface like that of ‘Boudhanath Stupa’ which shows that previous power 
structures remain in practice and the decision-making actually stays at the 
institutional level.  
Furthermore, the existing government practice of giving (reconstruction and 
management) approval to other interested stakeholders appears multi-layered, 
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complex and impractical. For instance, even the local communities have to go 
through these procedures to preserve/manage their own heritage. One of the non-
government officials describes the procedure:   
Any non-government organizations, which want to work on heritage preservation, 
have to go through government bodies such as Social Welfare Council and 
Department of Archaeology where we register as a non-government organization in 
Social Welfare Council and apply to the Department of Archaeology for approval, 
which also plays supervising and monitoring role. Very few local communities are 
directly involved in heritage management and preservation. In most of the cases, I 
think, there is an effective relation but sometimes we have seen differences in 
interest, priorities, and understanding.  
(Interviewee 10, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
This shows that coordination between participatory organizations is an area where 
essential pre-requisites for community integrated Nepalese heritage management 
need developing. Because of the multiple layers of approval, the process has become 
time-consuming and complicated. It is likely, therefore, that community members 
become excluded from applying because of their educational background may not be 
as advanced as those in civil service roles. It is not necessarily the case that everyone 
has a level of education that matches the existing bureaucratic system in Nepal. In 
the Nepalese case, power structures in heritage management are designed to favor an 
institutional intervention and that institution currently lacks inclusive strategies and a 
workforce to implement any.  
Besides these above-mentioned complications, the interviewee states that sometimes 
differences in interests and priorities among stakeholders arise during the 
management process. For instance, the Kathmandu Metropolitan Office intended to 
use modern construction materials (concrete) at Rani-Pokhari and wanted to use the 
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heritage site for commercial purposes (underground parking and an amphitheater 
within its premises). By contrast, the Department of Archaeology wanted to 
reconstruct it in its previous condition before the earthquake, whereas local 
community members and Nepalese heritage experts/professional wanted to 
reconstruct in its original structure of 1670. A government official has explained this 
situation further:  
Currently, reconstruction of Rani-Pokhari is an example, which shows that relation 
among different stakeholder in Nepalese heritage management is not always 
effective, especially, while following process and procedure and practically 
implementing them in management and reconstruction process. I think, sometimes, 
avoiding the required practice and procedure by the involving stakeholder is 
affecting the management process.  
(Interviewee 11, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
Even though this official did not clearly say which stakeholder avoided the required 
practice and procedure, one might argue that it was Department of Archaeology, as 
discussed earlier, (Case Study 2: Rani-Pokhari), since it is written into the 
constitution that a community has the right to their culture and community voices 
which were not listened to in the reconstruction process here. Additionally, the 
heritage official highlights a difference in understanding which indicates that they 
think the community might have less professional knowledge than institutional 
stakeholders have. This remark demonstrates that institutional knowledge, despite a 
discourse of community participation, is actually assumed to be more valid. But in 
reality, how could someone that is not from that community have a ‘better’ 
understanding of the complex tangible and intangible elements that make up their 
living heritage site? An understanding of those elements comes from using the site 
and appreciating its meaning and relevance in that community life. 
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After uncovering the affordances of heritage officials within existing power 
structures in Nepalese heritage management, the following section will examine the 
abilities of community members (Rani-Pokhari and Boudhanath Stupa) to have an 
impact on the conservation of their heritage. 
Despite the claim of multi-party involvement by all of the interviewed heritage 
officials, the dominance of Nepalese government authorities in Nepalese heritage 
management is visible. Even those community members who have limited 
knowledge about how heritage in Nepal is being managed think that the Nepalese 
government holds that responsibility:  
I think, government authority, specifically, the Department of Archaeology is 
mainly responsible for Nepalese heritage management.  
(Interviewee 14, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018) 
As far as I know from the media, government authorities are responsible for 
Nepalese heritage management.  
(Interviewee 17, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018) 
These remarks from Rani-Pokhari community members indicate that Nepalese 
heritage is still amalgamating the notion of ‘heritage for the community' rather than 
‘community heritage’ in Nepal. Government heritage authorities are giving the 
impression to the local communities that heritage is something to be owned and 
managed by the Government for the communities rather than empowering them for 
taking the initiation for preservation. Interestingly, the media is passively 
disempowering these communities from a share of responsibility to manage their 
own heritage. Within the current management structures communities are not 
encouraged to undertake initiatives in heritage management, and instead institutional 
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authority encourages them to remain passive receivers of heritage. The shortfalls of 
such an arrangement of power are apparent to community members who pointed out:  
There are both government and non-government organizations in Nepalese heritage 
management but their work is not effective, as it has to be, which is clearly visible 
especially in this post-earthquake context. 
(Interviewee 13, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018) 
Additionally, Government authorities are unable to perform even essential 
requirements such as following up on a project after giving approval which begs the 
question as to what ‘supervisory role’ even equates to them. One of the community 
members indicated: 
Department of Archaeology, Mahendra Nature Conservation Trust, IUCN are some 
of the organizations I am aware of, which are working in heritage preservation, 
however, I think only the preservation programs initiated by these organizations, 
which have a regular follow-up, are effective. 
(Interviewee 1616, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018) 
The present situation in Nepalese heritage management, especially in relation to the 
government authority, is that they do not have the power or resources to do the 
preservation work by themselves, but they are afforded the power to prevent other 
people and institutions from undertaking reconstruction work. One might argue that 
this is a kind of bureaucratic hindrance, and a way to nominally portray authority and 
effectiveness without actually having skills and substance to practice appropriate 
heritage protections. This tendency is clearly visible at ‘Rani-Pokhari’, where the 
Department of Archaeology took the reconstruction responsibility from the 
                                                          
16 Female, over 40 – Local resident of Rani-Pokhari, a House-wife. 
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Kathmandu Metropolitan Office, accusing it of violating the archaeological standard, 
yet the site still remains in an abandoned condition even after almost four years.  
In addition to these issues raised by the community members from Rani-Pokhari, 
participants interviewed from the Boudhanath community pointed out the 
contestation existing within the current power structure of heritage management. A 
community member observes: 
Guthi Sansthan is one of the oldest organization which works in the preservation of 
historical and cultural heritage. There are Area Development Committees especially 
to the sites included in UNESCO’s World Heritage List such as Boudhanath Area 
Development Committee, Pashupati Kshetra Vikash Kosh, Lumbini Vikash Kosh 
and others. There is now the power struggle between these Area Development 
Committees and Guthi Sansthan regarding their role, authority and priority because 
of which the management process is not that effective.  
(Interviewee 1817, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018) 
However, it is not that all of the heritage management projects within Nepal are 
affected by contestation among the heritage authorities. Heritage management 
spearheaded by the local community has resulted in some successful and effective 
strategies. One of the community members from Boudhanath Stupa states:    
Reconstruction of Boudhanath Stupa resulted in very effective where the local 
community took the initiation and leadership. This model can be an operational 
guideline for other earthquake-affected heritage sites which have not been 
reconstructed yet.   
(Interviewee 19, Date of Interview: 19th April 2018) 
                                                          
17 Male, over 30 – Local resident of Boudhanath, a Police Officer. 
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Community members from both case study sites, pointed out that a hierarchical 
structure (with the government authorities at the top and community at the bottom) 
have led to contestation within stakeholder groups and are major weakness in 
existing power relations in the Nepalese heritage management system.  
Questions about the reconstruction processes following the 2015 earthquake were 
posed in the semi-structured interviews. These questions were asked of government, 
non-government officials and community members alike. A common refrain in their 
responses was a concern for the ‘authentic' value of heritage in management and 
reconstruction processes. ‘Authenticity' is a problematic issue that has sparked an 
enduring debate in the heritage field. As such, the section below will try to explore 
authenticity judgments in the Nepalese post-disaster heritage management context. 
4.1.3. Authenticity      
As mentioned in previous chapters, Nepalese heritage and the effectiveness of its 
management processes became more prominent following the 2015 earthquake. The 
massive destruction of Nepalese tangible heritage in the aftermath of the earthquake, 
and the need to think about the manner of reconstruction, generated ‘authenticity' 
debates among heritage stakeholders. The Director General of the Department of 
Archaeology presents statistical data of the earthquake affected heritage sites as 
follows: 
A total number of 743 heritage sites are affected by the 2015 earthquake where 133 
are completely collapsed, 95 are partially collapsed, and 515 are partially damaged. 
We are currently in the final stage of the reconstruction process of 314 heritage sites 
of 14 earthquake-affected districts where 98 heritage sites are of Kathmandu Valley. 
We are planning to start the reconstruction work of other 50 to 60 affected heritage 
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sites from this mid-July. Besides that, we are also continuing our regular projects to 
other districts which are not affected by the earthquake. 
(Interviewee 3, Date of Interview: 16th April 2018) 
Even though these figures indicate massive levels of destruction, government 
officials were mostly positive about the present condition of Nepalese tangible 
heritage and their ongoing reconstruction efforts. As one government official from 
the Department of Archaeology states: 
The reconstruction of the affected heritage sites by the earthquake is currently in the 
process and reconstruction work is satisfactorily going on in most of the sites. It is 
true that more than three years have already past and almost all affected heritage 
sites are still in their reconstruction phase but we should keep in mind that heritage 
reconstruction is not straightforward and easy task because we not only have to 
reconstruct the site, we also have to preserve its originality, authenticity and heritage 
value. 
(Interviewee 5, Date of Interview: 16th April 2018) 
For this official, as he is focusing mainly on the material fabric, authenticity in 
heritage is primarily a material thing. But, even an authenticity judgment based 
solely on material features is not always acted upon in practice. For instance, at Rani-
Pokhari despite the recommendation of the committee which was inclusive of 
heritage professionals, experts and officials that recommended the reconstruction of 
‘Rani-Pokhari’ in its original 1670 design, the Department of Archaeology denied 
this recommendation, claiming that they do not have the original architectural design. 
In this, multiple versions of ‘authenticity’ serve different stakeholders – for local 
community members, the original structure (the 1670s design) of ‘Rani-Pokhari’ is 
the authentic one, whereas the structure immediately before the 2015 earthquake is 
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authentic for the Department of Archaeology. Here, authenticity is material in all of 
these versions, but the period looked to model judgements of ‘authentic’ varies.  
In this, one of the notable observation of local community members and their 
understanding of ‘authenticity’ in relation to Rani-Pokhari is that the design of Rani-
Pokhari that collapsed in the earthquake did not evoke strong attachments for them. 
Although, they used to participate cultural/religious festivals (Gai-Jatra, Bhai-Tika 
and Chhat Pooja) related to this site, the quintessential design of Rani-Pokhari for 
them is 1670 design. At this instance, one might argue that previous reconstruction of 
Rani-Pokhari, notably after 1833, 1916 and 1933 earthquakes were mere impositions on 
the local community members without hearing community voices and considering 
their expectation. This would seem to suggest that some element of cultural memory 
has been transferred between generations since the 1670 design was replaced, to 
explain the local belief that the ‘authentic’ monument was lost even before the 2015 
earthquake possibly in the 1833 earthquake.     
There are differences not only in understandings of ‘authenticity’ between 
stakeholders, but there are also differences of opinion regarding the present condition 
of Nepalese heritage. For example, unlike government officials, non-government 
officials see the present condition of Nepalese heritage as under strain. For them, this 
is mainly because of the ineffectiveness of the ongoing reconstruction process. Some 
non-government officials observe: 
More than three years have been already past and the way reconstruction process of 
our affected heritage sites are going on; it is not at all satisfactory. Because 
reconstruction of more than half of the total affected heritage sites is not even 
initiated yet. 
(Interviewee 10, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
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The overall situation of Nepalese heritage (especially tangible) right now is not 
completely satisfactory. Recently, in a program organized on the occasion of World 
Heritage Day, one of the officials from Nepal Reconstruction Authority Mr. Bishnu 
Bhandari was presenting a report that near about 33 percent of total affected heritage 
sites are in the last phase of their reconstruction which shows reconstruction process 
is not much effective in this past years after the earthquake. 
(Interviewee 22, Date of Interview: 20th April 2018) 
Here, even though both government and non-government heritage officials are 
quoting similar statistics, one is viewing it positively and the other negatively. Both 
reflect on the fact that most of the reconstruction projects are not finished and, now, 
almost four years later, more than half are not yet initiated. Given the willingness of 
the communities to get ‘Boudhanath Stupa' reconstructed, the fact that other such 
projects have not yet started might indicate some weakness in the existing heritage 
management process. At least in part, this is likely to be because of the complicated 
bureaucratic processes required to get multiple approvals as well as the historical 
weakening of the communal ‘Guthis’ (as mentioned previously in Chapter 2).       
Even in this current situation, one of the non-government officials observed the 
increased awareness among local communities regarding heritage and its 
preservation, which he saw as a good sign for the future:  
The present situation of the Nepalese tangible heritage is not good, as our heritage 
sites have suffered massive destruction and most of them are still in affected 
condition and the reconstruction process is very slow and ineffective. However, we 
can see the increased awareness and activeness of our local communities regarding 
heritage preservation which, I think, is a positive sign for the future. 
(Interviewee 23, Date of Interview: 20th April 2018) 
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These structures of care are, in fact, very important for the effective and efficient 
management of Nepalese heritage, now and in the future (Saul and Waterton 2017). 
However, the awareness that communities are seeking to be more involved is not a 
straightforward one, as there is currently no proper channels via which to include 
communities in the management process. 
As Boudhanath Stupa and Rani-Pokhari were the primary lenses through which the 
Nepalese heritage management process were analyzed for this research, both 
government and non-government participants were asked about these sites in the 
context of the reconstruction processes taking place in each location. All of those 
interviewed for the project acknowledged that it was the local community who were 
mainly responsible for Boudhanath Stupa's reconstruction, who raised the funds and 
provided the required labor work as well. In that context, the Department of 
Archaeology provided technical assistance and supervision only. Boudhanath Area 
Preservation Committee, which is a government organization, played a supervising 
role in over fund-raising and management processes. Local community members, 
Buddhist religious organizations and Buddhists around the globe voluntarily donated 
money, labor, and the required reconstruction materials: 
Boudhanath Stupa is reconstructed mainly by the initiative of the local community 
where Boudhanath Area Development Committee took the responsibility of fund 
and labour management and local community members and Buddhist all over the 
world voluntarily contributed on it. Department of Archaeology provided technical 
assistance including drawing, design, estimation, and supervision.  
(Interviewee 5, Date of Interview: 16th April 2018) 
Boudhanath Stupa was partially damaged heritage site by the earthquake where 
local community took initiative and raised required fund for reconstruction where 
Department of Archaeology provided technical assistance and supervision. 
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(Interviewee 11, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
Reconstruction of Boudhanath Stupa is initiated and completed by Boudhanath 
Area Development Committee and local community members where Department of 
Archaeology provided the technical assistance (Engineering and Architectural). 
(Interviewee 12, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
Contrarily, the Department of Archaeology claims to be instrumental in every 
heritage management/reconstruction process because of its supervisory role, though 
it admits to be understaffed. As interviewee 3 mentioned above, there are more than 
300 reconstruction projects currently going on, and Department of Archaeology is 
mainly limited to supervision, there comes an obvious question that who are actually 
involved in these projects. Department of Archaeology is not clear enough on it, 
emphasizing only on multi-party involvement.   
In the case of Rani-Pokhari, those interviewed told a different story. In that context it 
was, initially at least, the Kathmandu Metropolitan Office who took primary 
responsibility for the reconstruction. However, both the Department of Archaeology 
and the Kathmandu Metropolitan Office are currently jointly involved in the process 
after some disagreement between them regarding reconstruction materials (whether 
to use modern construction materials/concrete or not) and design (between the 1670 
original design and design that existed immediately before the earthquake of 2015). 
One of the officials from the Department of Archaeology stated that: 
There was some misunderstanding between the Department of Archaeology and 
Kathmandu Metropolitan. Before initiating any reconstruction or renovation work 
of any heritage site, approval and authorization from Department of Archaeology 
are essential, which Kathmandu Metropolitan did not follow. Now we are correcting 
the mistakes they have done without our approval and supervision. The ‘Bal 
Gopaleshwor Temple' will be completed within the coming three months which is 
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being reconstructed by Department of Archaeology itself and remaining 
reconstruction work will be done by Kathmandu Metropolitan Office. 
(Interviewee 3, Date of Interview: 16th April 2018) 
To date, the site is still in an abandoned condition. Again, this shows the 
ineffectiveness of the governing body (Department of Archaeology), which has the 
main role in the Nepalese heritage management process and the poor heritage 
planning process. As emphasized by the government officials in their respective 
interviews, the Department of Archaeology was constantly designated a ‘supervisory 
role’ in post-disaster heritage management. However, the ‘Rani-Pokhari' case 
exposes the inability of this organization to do just that – the ill-defined role of 
‘supervisor’ lends itself to inaction and observation over active participation and 
responsibility - meaning the Department of Archaeology lacks the experience to set a 
feasible schedule for the completion of reconstruction work let alone preserving 
authenticity of Nepalese heritage which it claims one of its major responsibility. 
Here, I would argue it is at the institutional level that inefficiencies are currently 
occurring in Nepalese heritage management.    
All those participating officials in this research were quick to note that their 
organization was not involved in the reconstruction of either Boudhanath Stupa and 
Rani Pokhari. One of the non-government organizations included in this research, 
the Kathmandu Valley Preservation Trust, is currently involved in the reconstruction 
of the ‘Patan Durbar Square’, a world heritage listed site. Similarly, another 
organization included in this research, the ‘Nepal Heritage Society’, is undertaking 
heritage awareness programs at present, and also organizes conferences and seminars 
along with various publications on Nepalese heritage. Officials from both of these 
non-government organizations said that they came to know from the media that 
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Boudhanath Stupa was reconstructed mainly by the local community members and 
there is the involvement of two government bodies– Department of Archaeology and 
Kathmandu Metropolitan Office in Rani-Pokhari. 
Our organization is not involved in the reconstruction of both of these sites. 
Whatever we know is from media. I have heard local community was mainly 
involved in Boudhanath Stupa whereas government bodies (Department of 
Archaeology and Kathmandu Metropolitan) are in Rani-Pokhari. 
(Interviewee 10, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
In both of this reconstruction, our organization was not involved. I heard that 
Boudhanath Stupa was reconstructed mainly by the local community. They raised 
the required fund through charity and donation. I think it is because of the lack of 
effective coordination between two involving government bodies– Department of 
Archaeology and Kathmandu Metropolitan, reconstruction of Rani-Pokhari has 
been halted now. 
(Interviewee 22, Date of Interview: 20th April 2018) 
These non-government officials who are basically claiming the same thing in which 
there is no evidence of practice of informing all stakeholders. Possible disagreement 
among stakeholders as we have seen in the case of Rani-Pokhari could be avoided if 
such a thing would have been in practice. Furthermore, sharing each stakeholders' 
experiences with each other certainly helps to discover the best possible 
reconstruction model. Disagreement between two involved government bodies came 
to the surface when local community members and heritage conservationists objected 
while they came to know the use of modern construction materials in the case of 
Rani-Pokhari. One of the non-government officials informed: 
A resident from local community notified other community members when he saw 
the use of modern materials in the reconstruction of Bal Gopaleshwor Temple of 
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Rani-Pokhari. The President, Secretary General and other members of our 
organization (Nepal Heritage Society) went to that field and informed the 
Department of Archaeology about that situation. We, along with other organization, 
send a letter to our Prime Minister calling his attention to reconstruct all of our 
affected heritage sites as they were originally built. Lack of coordination between 
two involving organization can clearly visible in Rani-Pokhari whereas I have not 
heard any such disagreement in Boudhanath Stupa. 
(Interviewee 22, Date of Interview: 20th April 2018) 
The Director General of the Department of Archaeology played down the 
obstructions caused internally by the governing bodies, as a simple misunderstanding 
and seemed unwilling to reflect on them as structural inadequacies:  
Until now, there is no disagreement among involving stakeholders during the 
reconstruction of heritage sites including Boudhanath Stupa. Rani Pokhari is only 
a misunderstanding between two government bodies which is already solved and 
the reconstruction process will be completed soon.  
(Interviewee 3, Date of Interview: 16th April 2018) 
But actually, this example could be an opportunity for the Department of 
Archaeology and other governing bodies to reflect on how their processes could be 
improved. On the one hand, the Department of Archaeology claims that it undertakes 
a supervisory role, yet on the other ‘Rani-Pokhari' which is located within a distance 
of a kilometer from its office is still in an abandoned condition. Arguably, the 
Department of Archaeology is ineffective in even its most basic ‘supervisory’ 
capacity, and acknowledging communication problems between institutional 
stakeholders is a positive first step in modelling effective structures of 
communication found in other cases, like Boudhanath’s reconstruction.     
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In the case of Rani-Pokhari, by opting to reconstruct according to the pre-earthquake 
design the Department of Archaeology is actually making a clear political statement 
with its choice of what ‘original’ is. That choice is guided by World Heritage notions 
of authenticity which sets the parameters such as ‘form and design’, ‘location and 
setting’, ‘materials and substance’ etc. for authenticity judgements (The Nara 
Document on Authenticity 1994). It further shows how UNESCO discourses are 
shaping the decision of government heritage authorities. These decisions are also 
guided by wider development agendas too, especially those that deal with disaster 
recovery and the ‘build back better’ (UNISDR 2017) rhetoric. Likewise, Nepalese 
heritage officials, especially officials from government authorities are trying to 
demonstrate as if ‘disaster never happened’ focusing to rebuild everything exactly as 
it was. They are trying to give impression that all of the money that was spent and 
donated in aid was effectively spent.  
These perceptions of Nepalese heritage authority are manifested on existing heritage 
policy where there is frequent emphasis on ‘authenticity’ and ‘originality’. One of 
the non-government official observes: 
Even though preserving heritage as it is, is a good thing, our existing policy does 
not have much clarity regarding the cases where we may not be able to preserve as 
it is because of the lack of materials, skilled manpower, design, and other 
difficulties. The guideline later published by Department of Archaeology tried to 
address this thing to some extent but it is not able to address all possible aspects 
properly.  
(Interviewee 8, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
This non-government official highlights that there are hindrances in dealing with the 
government, especially that their policies are not detailed enough or well-informed 
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on the acceptable levels of change/alteration to the fabric that can occur. At this 
point, the community (as one of the primary user-groups) is well placed to advise on 
what they consider ‘acceptable –levels' of change. With a truly participatory 
approach, the government and non-government groups could use this as an 
opportunity to get a clear investment of community knowledge into the process of 
heritage management. ‘Acceptable levels of change' has cultural implications that are 
interwoven with the intangible, ‘living heritage' of the place, something that the 
community knows better than any other user group. 
One of the non-government officials has some suggestions in regards to this issue, 
proposing:  
In my personal opinion, heritage policy should be more flexible. For example, our 
law emphasizes using the authentic traditional materials (previously used materials) 
in each of the reconstruction of the damaged heritage site, but if using modern 
materials strengthen monument, especially, in its foundation which is not a visible 
part, the law should allow doing that. We can document these invisible changes in 
that site informing people what has been done and why. 
(Interviewee 918, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
It is not the case that the non-government authorities have a clear idea about what 
‘their’ level of acceptable change is – whether it is about the design and visibility or 
the physical fabric. Disagreeing with Interviewee 9, another non-government official 
insists: 
Encouraging to preserve and reconstruct our heritage without altering their 
authenticity and originality is the main strength of our current heritage management 
                                                          
18 Female, over 50 – Non-government Official. 
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policy. I think because of these authenticity and originality our heritage sites contain 
the heritage value. 
 (Interviewee 8, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
However, preserving the material ‘authenticity' and ‘originality' of Nepalese heritage 
can be problematic. Firstly, there are differences in perception among these 
stakeholders about how to define ‘authenticity', and secondly, in the present post-
disaster context there is not even an official record which documents the initial 
structure, design, and materials used in some of the earthquakes affected heritage 
sites. A non-government official informs: 
We do not have any record or book where we can get all the required information 
about our heritage. For instance, in most of our ancient heritage sites we do not 
know who made them, how was the original design, what materials have used 
originally, any renovation or reconstruction was done or not etc. Because of this, 
the reconstruction process of our heritage sites is affected significantly. 
 (Interviewee 23, Date of Interview: 20th April 2018) 
Furthermore, some of the unique features of Nepalese heritage– stone-carving and 
wood-carving – have been gracing Nepalese architecture since the 12th-century. The 
oldest carving found at Indreshwor Mahadev Temple in Panauti, for example, dates 
back to 1396 (Urfer 2011). To reconstruct damaged heritage sites that have these 
traditional wood and stone carvings is a real challenge in the present context. One of 
the non-government official mentions:  
Currently, a limited number of craftsman and reconstruction materials is the main 
issue because of the large number of reconstruction work. Insufficiency of size and 
quality of the timber and stone we need, and lack of the skilled carving manpower 
are prominent difficulties in present reconstruction context. 
(Interviewee 9, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
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This craftsmanship and these skills were historically held in the ‘Guthi'. Community 
skill development, (which started to be lost when the ‘Guthi' were nationalized, 
meaning they were essentially subsumed into government heritage management 
structures) must be a part of the agenda for heritage management now. One of the 
best way to tackle this skills vacuum would be skills training programs where local 
artisans teach other members of the community, rather than assuming that 
government knowledge is the best. Effective government management can also 
efficiently support positive structures of care that already exist in the community. 
Another notable issue which is hampering the preservation of ‘authenticity’ and 
‘originality’ of Nepalese heritage as these official highlight is ‘Public Purchasing 
Law’. This law, according to the officials, obliges all construction and reconstruction 
projects to compulsorily go through Tender and Bidding processes where responsible 
organizations for construction/reconstruction have to publish a ‘Tender' asking for 
‘Bids’ from interested suppliers or construction companies. A government official 
points out: 
We have ‘Public Purchasing Law' which compels us to buy the cheapest available 
materials and allocate reconstruction work to the lowest bid in the tender. I think 
this will not work especially in heritage preservation and reconstruction because we 
cannot compromise in quality focusing only on cost efficiency. Not only that, this 
‘Public Purchasing Law' with ‘Tender' and ‘Bidding' System is also hindering the 
participation of other interested bodies including local community especially in 
heritage reconstruction. 
(Interviewee 12, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
‘Public Purchasing Law’ treats heritage management as an uncomplicated extension 
to planning policy and the development industry in this sense. This practice 
effectively witnesses the privatization of heritage and makes it susceptible to 
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fluctuations in the wider market economy. It is a massive source of vulnerability for 
heritage, both at the institutional level but also at the community level. It is hard for 
any community to argue against money-saving when a private company is an 
authority in charge because the lines of accountability become very confused when 
private investors are involved. To a degree, community interests are protected 
(though imperfectly) by government legislation that can result in government 
accountability. But the same level of accountability is not possible from the private 
sector as it is from government authorities because of the essential profit-oriented 
nature of these business organizations.  
Participating heritage officials in the interviews persisted with the assertion that 
community consultation takes place as a part of heritage management/conservation 
process in Nepal. However, ironically, community members seem more aware and 
responsive about the practices of managing their heritage than any of these officials. 
These officials further informed that a ‘Public Hearing' also takes place before and 
during any heritage conservation/ restoration/reconstruction project with the help of 
local representing organizations of the particular community. If any heritage site has 
to be renovated or reconstructed, the responsible organization must display 
information at the heritage site which must involve the name of the reconstructing or 
renovating organization in operations, display the total cost, date of initiation and 
completion on a public notice board at the reconstruction/renovation site. One non-
government official informs: 
It is not practically possible to consult each and every member of the local 
community. We, however, approach to the representative organizations inside a 
community. For instance, in most of the local communities especially in Kathmandu 
Valley, there are ‘Tole Sudhar Samittee' (Area Development Committee), 
Community Trust, and Local Clubs, we invite these committee members in our 
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program and meeting and inform about our project, take feedback from them. As 
they have more effective networks to communicate with community members, other 
members from that community know about our project through these committee 
members and officials. Community members can give their feedback and 
suggestion directly coming to the field or in our office as well. 
(Interviewee 8, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
These representatives are inherently linked to a development mindset, and further 
agendas that are progressive, often neo-liberal in the Nepalese case. The motives of 
such community organizations can be questioned – whether they are representative 
of the cultural and spiritual interests of the community and the local politics involved 
in the establishment of these committees or whether they are representative of 
caste/class/gender and occupation also becomes questionable. As heritage 
professionals are not aware of all of these possibilities it could also be possible that 
those with the social capital to get into the committee hold different heritage values 
to the majority of the community they actually represent.  
Disregarding the simple fact that it is a community which should decide what is 
important about their heritage because it is essentially theirs, heritage professionals 
give emphasis to the awareness programs time and again. Community members are 
the ones who use their heritage and are materially and spiritually attached to it. 
Educating the community as proposed by these heritage officials could be argued to 
be a form of indoctrination into institutional ways of managing heritage.  
After exploring the attitudes of Nepalese heritage officials to the concept of 
‘authenticity’, in what follows is the community members’ perceptions on this issue 
and their propositions. What we can draw from the observation of community 
members is that other understandings of authenticity such as social and cultural 
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importance are overlooked when there is an overemphasis on material features. One 
of the community members from ‘Boudhanath Stupa’ claims:  
We are migrated here from another part of the country only because of this 
‘Boudhanath Stupa’. It is one of the sacred Buddhist shrines to which other religious 
people also have equal respect. We are so attached to this stupa that all of our 
customs, traditions, rites, and rituals are connected to this monument. 
(Interviewee 219, Date of Interview: 15th April 2018) 
However, all community members do not necessarily share the same opinions and 
understandings regarding ‘authenticity' of heritage, especially in its reconstruction. 
Some community members think that heritage should be reconstructed completely in 
its original form, both in terms of design and materials, whereas for others design is 
more important – the resulting structure for these participants should look just like its 
previous form, irrespective of it the original fabrics are used in the reconstruction. 
Another member from Boudhanath community observes:  
I think the reconstruction process of Boudhanath Stupa has undertaken 
appropriately. But some people say we missed to put something inside (that might 
be something of religious importance). In terms of outward look and design, I do 
not think there is something which could have been done differently.      
(Interviewee 19, Date of Interview: 19th April 2018)  
There is a general tendency of Nepalese heritage authorities to follow the 
‘authenticity’ judgements as proposed by national and international heritage 
governing bodies, which is reflected in Nepalese heritage officials as well. However, 
in interviews it was apparent that community members do not think in that regard. 
Community interviewees demonstrated better consciousness on ‘community 
                                                          
19 Male, over 50 – a local resident of Boudhanath, official and member of local community organization. 
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heritage’ whereas heritage authorities (government/non-government) still prioritizing 
‘heritage for the community' which can be realized in the following extract from a 
Boudhanath community member: 
I personally think local community primarily should take initiation without 
expecting any government and non-government authorities to act. Because local 
communities have a strong affinity for their local heritage and they are always ready 
to contribute to the preservation or reconstruction process of that heritage. 
Boudhanath can be a perfect example and model for such initiation. 
(Interviewee 2, Date of Interview: 15th April 2018) 
It is because of this powerful affinity between community members and local 
heritage that they contributed spontaneously towards Boudhanath Stupa’s 
reconstruction. One of the Boudhanath’s community member reveals:  
The reconstruction of Boudhanath Stupa was completed mainly because of the 
involvement of the local community. Although government authority was also 
involved, raising the required fund and providing the necessary labor was 
completely organized by the local community.  
(Interviewee 18, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018) 
Community members from Rani-Pokhari, similarly, do not agree with the assertions 
of heritage professionals that only heritage authorities can preserve the ‘authenticity’ 
of heritage. One community member advises: 
As we mainly have three stakeholders – government/non-government organizations 
and local communities in heritage management; government authority should find 
out which stakeholder or model can work effectively managing a particular heritage. 
For instance, in some places, the community can be the effective one, in some 
government or non-government organizations or in other public/private partnership. 
Secondly, the policy implementation must be improved making sure it is correctly 
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implemented. The main focus here is that we cannot impose any stakeholder for the 
management and reconstruction process disregarding the local context.   
  (Interviewee 13, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018) 
Ironically, at Rani-Pokhari it was the community members who pointed out the 
‘inauthentic' use of construction materials being used when government authorities 
were spearheading the reconstruction: 
When we came to know Kathmandu Metropolitan is reconstructing the site without 
meeting the archaeological standards, we protested and informed about it to the 
related government authorities. I think Rani-Pokhari should be reconstructed as it 
was before, completely preserving its historical, cultural and archaeological value. 
(Interviewee 14, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018)  
Even if community members from both sites emphasized their strong affinity with 
these sites it was only community members from the Boudhanath Stupa who 
initiated and participated in its reconstruction. It is notable here to mention a 
community member from Rani-Pokhari. He explains:  
Rani-Pokhari has religious, cultural and historical importance. It was built by a 
Malla King to console his Queen lamenting on the loss of her young son. When this 
site was in good condition before the earthquake, we used to celebrate our cultural 
festival ‘Chhat Pooja’ on this site. The temple in the middle of the pond used to 
open once a year in occasion of Bhai Tika and we were always excited about the 
occasion.   
(Interviewee 14, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018) 
Even though community members from Rani-Pokhari feel cultural/religious affinity 
to this heritage site there was not any community initiation for its reconstruction as 
we have seen in Boudhanath Stupa. The degree of attachment community members 
feel to a particular heritage determines how they act and develop relationships 
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towards it. For instance, Interviewee 2 from Boudhanath Stupa previously underlined 
that because of the inseparable attachment with the heritage site they migrated to that 
community from another part of the country. This shows that there is no alternative 
to this heritage which carries same cultural/religious value.  
However, community members from Rani-Pokhari do not seem to share a similar 
level of affinity to this site as of members from Boudhanath Stupa. As Interviewee 14 
mentioned, they used to celebrate Chhat Pooja in Rani-Pokhari when it was in good 
condition (before the earthquake). Here, the Hindu community celebrates ‘Chhat 
Pooja' within the premises of any water resources (Pond, River or Lake) and they do 
not necessarily need Rani-Pokhari for this religious celebration. Similarly, the 
cultural/religious festivals ‘Gai-Jatra’ and ‘Bhai-Tika’ which are connected to Rani-
Pokhari are not inseparably attached with this heritage site. King Pratap Malla 
(1624-1674) built Rani-Pokhari and initiated cultural festival called ‘Gai-Jatra’ to 
commemorate the people who died in a year and to console his mournful Queen in 
the loss of their son (Chapter 3 – Case Study 2: Rani-Pokhari). Besides the fact that 
construction of Rani-Pokhari and initiation of ‘Gai-Jatra’ festival was in the same 
historical time, Rani-Pokhari and ‘Gai-Jatra’ do not share any integral connection. 
For instance, ‘Gai-Jatra’ is celebrated every year, and people having no 
brothers/sisters who previously used to go ‘Bal-Gopaleshwor’ temple (previously 
located at the middle of Rani-Pokhari) go other temples now. 
Contemporary Nepalese heritage management practice, hence, primarily perceives 
existing heritage as unifying elements in culturally diversified national context. 
However, this unifying doctrine imposed by Nepalese heritage authorities does not 
serve interest and understanding of local communities as there are visible differences 
between heritage officials and community members as discussed in earlier sections. 
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Current power structure in heritage management shows that heritage authorities are 
driving agendas and practices whilst communities often remain disempowered. 
Similarly, ‘authenticity judgements’ especially in the context of heritage 
management authorities (government/non-government) resembles the UNESCO’s 
discourse (particularly of World Heritage notions) on the issue. Interestingly, 
community members look more aware of the interplay between ‘authenticity’ and 
contextual significance than heritage officials. Based on these observations of 
Nepalese heritage officials and community members what follows a conclusion 
section. 
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4.2. CONCLUSION 
This research, based on interviews with both government and non-government 
officials working within the heritage sector as well as with community members 
from two case study sites – Boudhanath Stupa and Rani-Pokhari –  provides insight 
into current Nepalese heritage management processes. This research reveals five 
important observations in existing Nepalese heritage management process that this 
research recommends are addressed: 1) Convoluted policy; 2) Ineffective 
implementation; 3) Culturally insensitive bidding processes for reconstruction 
projects; 4) Limited authority of heritage management bodies and; 5) Meaningful 
community participation.  
A key observation emerging from this research is that, while the rhetoric shared by 
participants suggests that government authorities, non-government organizations and 
local communities are key stakeholders in Nepalese heritage management, in reality 
existing heritage policy does not yet adequately engage with community 
perspectives. In other words, while current policies speak about working with local 
communities in the heritage management process, government authorities and non-
government organizations tend to work on heritage for communities. Instead, 
community involvement in Nepalese heritage management is limited to raising 
heritage awareness among community members, informing them about the 
importance of their own local heritage and taking feedback from them, if they have 
any, during the conservation and preservation work. Community consultation takes 
place but community members are not encouraged to directly and extensively 
participate. As heritage officials emphasized during the research, this tendency can 
be summed up by the following: 
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We organize community awareness programs, public hearing and publish a public 
notice including all the details of our project.  
(Interviewee 6, Date of Interview: 16th April 2018, emphasis added) 
We have regular meetings before and during conservation work with representing 
local authorities and local community members where we inform about our project 
and ask their suggestions and recommendations if they have any.  
(Interviewee 10, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018, emphasis added) 
Both of these heritage officials emphasize ongoing heritage projects as ‘our project’ 
which indicates that how contemporary Nepalese heritage is assumed to belong to 
the organizations rather than the communities. Here, community members become 
‘outsiders’ in their own heritage spaces while the organizations become the insiders. 
Furthermore, organizing awareness programs, meetings and public hearings from 
heritage authorities indicate their superiority in heritage management process and 
‘one-way’ conversation with the community members. 
Similarly, even though there are only three key stakeholder groups identified in 
Nepalese heritage management, a lack of co-ordination, misunderstandings, a uni-
directional mode of communication and ineffectiveness in their relation is clearly 
visible. Most surprising fact here is that there is no effective coordination even 
between the different government authorities, let alone between government /non-
government authorities and local communities. Disputes between the two 
government authorities (Department of Archaeology and Kathmandu Metropolitan 
Office) involved in the ongoing reconstruction of Rani-Pokhari is a telling example 
in this regard.  
Interestingly, both government and non-government officials who participated in my 
research emphasized that existing law and policy is not an obstacle in Nepalese 
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heritage management. Yet, its ineffective implementation, alongside a concomitant 
failure to develop necessary amendments, is clearly evident in the current post-
earthquake reconstruction context.  Rani-Pokhari and its present situation is a good 
example of this as it shows how the Nepalese government failed to effectively 
implement heritage law and policy even through its own governing bodies. Similarly, 
as both government and non-government officials highlighted in their respective 
interviews, making amendments to existing law and policy is not a complicated 
process, however, they also agreed that current law and policy still lacks proper pre-
disaster mitigation and post-disaster reconstruction strategies.  
Likewise, existing comprehensive central government policy and heritage policy 
have some visible contradictory issues. For example, as officials and community 
members emphasized, every government construction/reconstruction project 
including heritage has to go through a tender and bidding process whereby 
companies with the lowest bid are awarded the project. So, while on the one hand, 
heritage policy suggests that heritage should be renovated and reconstructed in its 
previous condition, using the original (previously used) materials; on the other, it, at 
the same time, requires that reconstruction/renovation projects are economical. 
Within this mix there is no proper mechanism for ensuring that quality work is 
carried out. All participants in this research, whether they be government/non-
government officials or community members, nonetheless voiced a shared concern 
that heritage is not something where we can compromise on quality in the name of 
cost-effectiveness:   
Reconstructing heritage should not be based on this tender and biding system which 
is currently in practice, because our first priority should be reconstruct our heritage 
in its original structure and condition not how to be economical in the process. The 
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problem with tender and biding system is that we cannot be assured of quality of 
work and materials.  
(Interviewee 17, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018) 
Lack of a powerful heritage management authority is another notable drawback in 
existing heritage management policy. The Department of Archaeology’s current role 
is as the coordinating agency among heritage stakeholders, however, even officials 
from the Department of Archaeology feel that their organization has not been given 
all decisive authorities in heritage management. For them, either the Department of 
Archaeology has to be given full authority or there must be another powerful body 
capable of performing every task related to heritage and its management.  
One of the examples of inadequacy in existing heritage management policy is that 
the main coordinative authority (Department of Archaeology) has to seek support and 
assistance from other government authorities while implementing some of the 
policies. For instance, for any private and commercial construction/reconstruction at 
the periphery of heritage sites, authorization from both the local municipality and the 
Department of Archaeology is necessary. However, the Department of Archaeology 
does not have the authority to demolish any existing illegal construction which is 
constructed without prior approval from both of these organization and against 
archaeological law and policy. In such cases, it has to request other government 
authorities under the Ministry of Physical Infrastructure and Transport or Ministry of 
Home Affairs and wait for their actions. This chain of authorization results in 
ineffective delays for the process. 
Here, the 2015 earthquake, which caused massive damage to Nepalese heritage sites 
and the reconstruction approaches to those affected heritage, exposed the existing 
drawbacks in current Nepalese heritage management process. Reconsideration of the 
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existing heritage law and policy became essential to avoid any possible such natural 
disasters. Recommendations for the inclusion of pre-disaster mitigation and post-
disaster management in existing heritage policy by both government and non-
government heritage officials during their interviews emphasizes this issue. The key 
points of their suggestions and recommendations include: 
♦ The necessity of a powerful coordinating body between/among heritage 
stakeholders. 
♦ Ensuring local community participation in each and every heritage 
management/preservation projects. 
♦ The inclusion of post-disaster and pre-disaster heritage management and 
mitigation programs in existing policy. 
♦ Revision or amendment in ‘Public Purchasing Law’. 
♦ Ensuring renovation and restoration of heritage sites on regular basis. 
♦ Including heritage in School, College and University’s academic curriculum 
as well. 
The need for a powerful coordinating body and ensuring the participation of the local 
community might easily establish contradictory precedents for practice. So both 
would not necessarily work in practice together – a powerful coordinative body will 
actually be problematic if power is held by a single authority rather than being 
representative of all the stakeholders. However, a coordinating body, able to 
effectively mediate between stakeholders without foregrounding the interests of a 
single dominant stakeholder could have positive impact.   
It is not that Nepalese heritage management only experiences complications in the 
present context. There are some perceptible rays of hopes for the future. For instance, 
post-earthquake destruction of Nepalese tangible heritage brought positive awareness 
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among community members. Now, they are more conscious about their local 
heritage and feel that their local heritage is something which has importance and 
needs to be preserved. The role of the local communities in both of the case studies 
sites – Boudhanath Stupa and Rani-Pokhari – of this research shows that local 
communities are not only aware and conscious of their heritage, they are ready to 
undertake initiative to preserve their local heritage. For example, as previously 
mentioned, Boudhanath Stupa reconstruction and its successful completion was 
mainly because of the local community initiation and their involvement in 
fundraising and repair work. Similarly, local community members from Rani-
Pokhari are primarily the ones who protested when they realized the reconstruction 
process and materials being used were not following and meeting the archaeological 
standards.    
In the Nepalese context, even though there are three key stakeholders (government / 
non-government organizations and local community), government bodies have more 
authority in overall heritage management as they are responsible for coordination 
between different stakeholders and formulating and implementing heritage law and 
policy. These government bodies such as the Department of Archaeology, Heritage 
Area Conservation Trusts (mainly Lumbini, Pashupatinath, Boudhanath and 
Swayambhunath) and federal and local government bodies are responsible for 
preserving most of the Nepalese heritage sites. The intra-government organization, 
UNESCO, is limited mainly to the heritage sites listed on World Heritage List, 
whereas only a handful of non-government organization such as Kathmandu Valley 
Preservation Trust (KVPT) and currently, Miyamoto International are actively 
involved in the preservation and management of Nepalese historical / cultural 
heritage. Local communities on the other are not in leadership role in heritage 
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management, they are limited mostly to the local religious shrines and monuments. 
Because of their religious and cultural attachment to this heritage, community 
members spontaneously participate and contribute to any initiations for their 
preservation. The intangible cultural and religious heritage, however, are flourishing 
largely because of the community participation and celebration.  
Here, the importance of a local coordinating body for community mobilization for 
the preservation of local heritage is another notable recommendation arising from 
this research. For instance, Boudhanath Stupa which is only one heritage site was 
completely reconstructed by the initiation and involvement of the local community 
and the government provided only technical assistance; Boudhanath Area 
Development Committee played coordinating role. This development committee, 
which is a government organization mobilized the local community members and 
played a vital role for the necessary co-ordination among other government 
authorities. However, a government organization executing a coordinating role 
among community members does not always ensure the effective completion of the 
project. This research found that during Rani-Pokhari reconstruction efforts where 
only government authorities were involved we can see an example of ineffective 
government approaches and coordination. As a government authority, Boudhanath 
Area Development Committee functioned as an accountable authority for community 
members to voluntarily contribute in the reconstruction process. Furthermore, 
community members’ cultural and religious attachment to the site was another 
catalyst in their spontaneous involvement.  
In the present post-earthquake context in Nepalese heritage management, non-
government organizations and the local community have actually been more 
effective than government organizations and authorities at realizing the completion 
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of heritage restoration projects. One of the community members of Rani-Pokhari 
expresses his disappointment:  
Our recent examples in the reconstruction process after the earthquake shows that 
government initiatives and approaches are not that much effective than the public 
and private approaches. For instance – Dhurmus-Suntali Foundation recently 
completed the construction of 56 houses for people affected by natural disasters just 
within three months. We do not know what is going on to the similar kind of projects 
initiated by the government long ago. 
(Interviewee 14, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018) 
As a public reconstruction, the approach at Boudhanath Stupa has already set an 
example of the effectiveness of community participation. The recent successful 
completion of Gaddi Baithak (an important structure of the World Heritage listed site 
– ‘Hanuman Dhoka Durbar Square’) and four temples on its premises – (Madhadev 
Temple, Saraswoti Temple, Kageshwor Temple, and Laxmi-Narayan Temple), 
originally built in 17th and 19th centuries also proves the better effectiveness of non-
government organizations than the government bodies. Gaddi Baithak was 
reconstructed by a non-government organization called Miyamoto Global Disaster 
Relief with sponsorship by The US Ambassadors Fund for Cultural Preservation 
(AFCP) and the temples on its premises were reconstructed by another non-
government organization Kathmandu Valley Preservation Trust (KVPT). AFCP 
sponsored USD 700,000 for Gaddi Baithak and 2 million USD for the reconstruction 
of the four temples. These religious temples and monuments were jointly inaugurated 
recently by the current Nepalese Prime Minister K. P. Sharma Oli, as well as the 
United States Charge d’Affaires Peter Malnak on 27 June 2018 (The Himalayan 
Times 2018). Finally, the Department of Archaeology completed the reconstruction 
of Siddhi Laxmi temple (Bhaktapur) and two other temples (Pratappur and 
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Annanatapur) located within the premises of World Heritage Swayambhunath area 
which were inaugurated by Nepalese President Mrs Bidya Bhandari on 18th August 
2018 (Karma Raja Maha Vihar 2018).   
Amongst those that government / non-government officials and community members 
that participated in this research there is unanimous agreement that community 
participation in Nepalese heritage preservation is a prerequisite for effective and 
sustainable heritage management. What is needed in government policy is a clearer 
vision about the manner that community participation should take. Existing heritage 
law and policy does not ensure community involvement in preservation and 
management of heritage rather it only acknowledges communities as one of the 
stakeholders of Nepalese heritage. On the one hand, local communities are regarded 
as only beneficiaries and key stakeholders in the heritage management process, but 
on the other, existing law and policy is not able to assure their involvement. Some of 
the participants highlight this situation in their interview: 
Mainly Local Community are the beneficiary and affected group in Nepalese 
heritage policy where they are also a major stake-holders along with government 
and non-government bodies. 
(Interviewee 12, Date of Interview: 17th April 2018) 
Local community cannot be isolated from the management of their local heritages, 
because they are the ones who have the most attachment and knowledge about that 
heritage. I think this issue should be addressed in policy level itself ensuring 
community participation in preservation of local heritage. 
(Interviewee 17, Date of Interview: 18th April 2018) 
Finally, along with other previously mentioned suggestions and recommendations, 
such as the formulation of a more powerful coordinating heritage body, amendment 
on existing policy to address pre-disaster mitigation and post-disaster management, 
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timely restoration and renovation of heritage sites, exempting heritage from a 
‘tender’ and ‘bidding’ system – I also propose that clarifying the meaning of 
community participation in Nepalese heritage management should be a top priority 
now both for heritage officials and community members. This is not to say that all 
Nepalese heritage should be preserved and managed only by the local communities, 
rather heritage policy makers have to acknowledge the effectiveness of community 
restoration projects and factor into policy the ways that communities can 
meaningfully be included in management process, which may be in the form of 
public - private partnership or encouraging and empowering them for the initiations 
like that of Boudhanath Stupa.          
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